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I.

INTRODUCTION
My name is George Johnson ("GEO") and

I'e been a singer-songwriter in Nashville, TN

for the past 20 years, 7 years in Los Angeles.

I'e studied music since it was 3 years old, for 46 years;

piano, voice, guitar, drums, etc.

and then music theory and ear training at %'est Virginia University, the University of Colorado
studying classical music composition, jazz composition at California State University, Los

Angeles, and in-studio creation at the renowned Dick Grove School of Music, Los Angeles,
I also co-created, co-wrote, and sold an animated cartoon to

Hanna-Barbara'nd Turner

Broadcasting back in 1993 for the Cartoon Network about a dog and flea, "Shake and Flick".
Please refer to my Introductory Memorandum for additional bio info, as well as other
issues I intend to testify to below and throughout this proceeding.

Besides completing Web /V pro se and now a pro se appellant in the U.S. Court of
Appeals, I'm also participating in

SEAS as a singer and independent sound recording creator.

I'e participated in copyright roundtables with Congressman Bob

Goodlatte, numerous U.S.

Copyright Office roundtables including the "Copyright and the Music Marketplace"~ copyright

reform study, BMI "digital withdrawals", Department of Justice ("DOJ") reviews of the consent
decrees and the Copyright Offices'MCA Section 5123 review in New York City this May.
GEO has been a Grammy member for 15 years and a voting member.

'EO Ex. 048
2

GEO Ex. 004

'ee

$ 512

testimony in Designated Testimony
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From 2010 to 2013 GEO created 2 full-length albums4. I wrote, sang, produced and
personally financed both albums and the approximate costs of each album were:

Album

1

—

"George Johnson featuring The Jordanaires & The Memphis Horns" for $26,720.

Album 2 - "Still Pissed At Yoko "5 for $ 31/20.

In the footnotes are links to both albums on iTunes through direct licenses 7 with dlbla
Geo Music Group, since 2010, and no third-party aggregators or distributors, to possibly not

report sales and performances, or go bankrupt.

These figures do no include all the time most American recording artists put into their
albums, plus the additional cost of an office with rent, overhead, recording equipment,
computers, software, instruments, food, etc. Of course, albums can cost millions of dollars.

These figures also do not include years of practice and years of hard work, or talent.
I received no salary for almost 4 years of time, recording 2 albums on my own.

As much as I would like to testify to my musical experience as a creator, or business
experiences the past 30 years in Los Angeles and Nashville, I think all I have the time or energy

left to do is outline some of the basic foundational law supporting GEO's rates and terms.
Primarily, basic copyright law and relevant precedent which is vitally important to all

American copyright owners a6ected by this proceeding. GEO also offers testimony in the form

of other arguments, experiences, and lessons I have learned the past 3 years of being a participant
in theses CRB rate proceedings, roundtables, and copyright reform.

4

GEO Bx. 055, 056, 057, 058

5

GEO Bx. 070 music video and additional sound recording GBO Ex. 071 - "He Don't Know Jack About Jill"
iTunes link to Album 1 httus://itunes.annie.corn/us/album/ueorae-iohnson-feat.-iordanaires/id527771274
iTunes link to Album 2 httos://itunes.annie.corn/us/album/still-nissed-at-vokofid658644966
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Many of the arguments raised here are also shared with the world's best music creators
here in Nashville and elsewhere.
Finally, the following are the primary underlying general issues to GEO, not just PRSIII:

Exclusive Rights secured by the Constitution in Art. I and $ 106 of the Act.
2. Confiscatory nature of $ .00 and no due process in quasi-judicial Art. 1 admin. hearing.
3. Streams and broadcasts now substituting for almost all sales, instead of promoting sales.
1.

All we ask for is a livable music royalty rate in these proceedings that is more than

reasonable and actually fair to creators (as if it were counsels), not just use the word "fair". We
creators must know that we can be secure in our royalty payments, real payments, that are

guaranteed, at a rate we would get if there were no "shadow" of a compulsory license, again,

that is more than reasonable. It would also be helpful to know and be secure in the fact that the
U.S. Copyright Office has creators'nterests in mind and does its job number one — protect our

copyrights and the value thereof, no matter what.
Then, we creators could get back to work, making music, and not wasting time.
II.

BACKGROUND
As in 8'eb IV in Phonorecords III, GEO represents the interests of the individual

American copyright creator, owner, investor and artist. GEO is a singer-songwriter at heart and
therefore his copyright creations as a $ 114 singer and independent owner of the sound recording
as creator and investor are irrevocably intertwined with the $ 115 underlying work as songwriter,

self-publisher, administrator and investor.

What would counsel want for themselves if they were in GEO's shoes, or what would counsel want for their own
son or daughter starting out in the music business, the same rate they proposey

8

GEO realizes Your Honors ruled against the shadow" in 8'eb IV, but that is not to say it does not still exist, and it
does in GEO's experience, or that it does not apply in Phonorecards or other rate proceedings.
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GEO is the only pro se participant or music copyright creator participant in these

proceedings. GEO raises non-&ivolous and substantive constitutional lawm arguments based on

the exclusive right of the individual U.S. copyright creator under Article I of the U.S.
Constitution and

$ 106

of the Copyright Act, and whether government imposed below-market

rates are simply confiscatory in a quasi-judicial Art I administrative hearing without due process.
Your Honors stated in your Feb IF Determination that 'Xlr. Johnson eloquently stated the

plight of the singer-songwriter-artist who is self-published and produced. He also proposes an
overarching reform to the way in which right owners of music—written, published, performed,

broadcast—would be paid" for their artistic creations. The current law thoroughly segments both

the copyrights and the licensing mechanisms." (footnote added by GEO)

GEO's Web IV rate proposal centered around a per-play rate, but for a "cloud locker" or
"streaming account" where the customer pays for the song up-front, one-time, similar to the

permanent download in this rate proposal.

The reason is to pay for the "cost of copyright

creation" and the true value of the song since the customer has been removed Rom the sale in

"non-interactive" performances, as streaming has "substituted for" or "cannibalized" most sales.
While PAonorecords rates and terms are somewhat different than Feb IV, like with
SoundExchange, as an actual copyright owner GEO still fundamentally disagrees on proposed

rate and terms with NSAI and NAPA - the "Copyright Owners". In Seb IV GEO argued that
SoundExchange proposing $ .0014, $ .0017, or $ .0025 is the same as confiscation ofproperty at
$ .0000. The same as $ .0015 in this proceeding for a Subpart B per-stream mechanical "royalty".

'.S CONST., art. I, f

8, cl. 8

"GEO Ex. 001 Chart 1 - Copyright Bundle in Streaming Acctjpg GEO2700 in 8'eb 1F which shows the splits in
percentages on a per-play (or percentage of revenue) basis, which is the exact same way ASCAP, BMI, SESAC and
SoundExchange split $ 115 and $ 114 music copyright royalties respectively. (50/50 and 45/50/2.5/2.5)
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This is one reason GEO proposes the mandatory permanent download in Phonorecords.
In general, GEO's simple "old school" approach to music revenue is to add the customer back to

the financial transaction like buying a record, tape, CD, or cup of coffee.
So, Phonorecords presents different challenges, but the exclusive right to copyright is the

same, and the customer must pay for the cost ofgoods sold whether per-performance or per-sale.

Of course, pursuant to

$

802(f)(1)(A) "the Copyright Royalty Judges shall have full

independence in making determinations concerning adiustments and determinations of copyright

royalty rates and terms, ...".i2

Full independence in determining rates and terms but also determinations concerning
adjustments - adjustments in general or adjustments to the royalty rate and terms that may need

to be made to protect current and start-up American independent record labels as well as

American recording artists, AFTRA singers, AFM studio players, engineers, producers and
performers that create these millions of American music copyrights, and for the next 100 years.

Copyright is supposed to protect my exclusive right to my federally protected music
copyright and hard earned private property', however, the words exclusive and right in the 1787

terminology "exclusive right"'4 have lost all their plain and simple meaning here in 2016.

Further court precedent shows that the work and the basic sound recording is what is
protected by copyright, not the format, medium or Licensee category. In the August 11, 2015

'

802(f)(l)(A) In general. — (i) Subject to subparagraph (B) and clause (ii) of this subparagraph, the Copyright
Royalty Judges shall have full independence in making determinations conceminu adjustments and determinations
of copyright royalty rates and terms, the distribution of copyright royalties, the acceptance or rejection of royalty
claims, rate adjustment petitions, and petitions to participate, and in issuing other rulings under this title, except that
the Copyright Royalty Judges may consult with the Register of Copyrights on any matter other than a question of
fact.

'S. CONST., amend V
'" U.S CONST., art. I,

g 8, cl. 8
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appeal rejected by the D.C. Circuit Court (No. 141068) in Intercollegiate Broadcasting System,

Inc., v Copyright Royalty Board, Section I of the appeal, second paragraph on Page 2, the Court
clearly states:

"In 1995, Congress amended the Copyright Act to grant the owner of a sound recording
corpvri ght the exclusive right to publicly perform the copyrighted work by means of a digital
audio transmission." (emphasis added)

The Court clearly said, to grant the owner of a "sound recording copyright" the exclusive
right to publicly perform the copyrighted "work", not perform the stream or the phonorecord by
means of digital audio transmission (i.e. playing a vinyl phonograph over a digital internet
streaming service).

It's the creation of the work and the performance of the work which is being copyrighted
in a sound recording, whether analog or digital.
The Court picks up right after the above quote and perfectly describes the problem, that

is, this former "exclusive right" which is now, no longer a right, since "this right is now subject
to certain limitations". A right is a right, like the right to vote, you either have it or your don'.
(See Digital Performance Right in Sound Recording Act of 1995, sec. 2, 5 106(6), Pub. L.
No. 104-39, 109 Stat. 336, 336 (codified at 17 U.S.C. g 106(6)). This right is now snbiect
to certain limitations. Most relevant to this appeal, subsequent amendments in the Digital
Millennium Copyright Act, Pub. L. No. 105-304, 112 Stat. 2860 (1998), "created a statutory
license in performances by webcast, to serve Internet broadcasters and to provide a means
of paying copyright owners.» (emphasis added)
So, the D.C. Circuit citation is evidence of my point, that the DMCA created certain

limitations on US. copyright, by literally creating a new statutory license to serve broadcasters.
'5 Section 106 says:

Subject to sections 107 through 122, the owner of copyright under this title has the exclusive
to do and to authorize any of the following: (6) in the case of sound recordings, to perform the copyrighted
work publicly by means of a digital audio transmission.

ri~t

NOTE: In GBO's Novel Question of Law in 8eb IV, $ 106(6) was mistakenly leit out since in GBO's opinion it
limits the exclusive right and the analog sound recording to where streamers can pay $ .00 for my exclusive right. In
hindsight I should have included $ 106(6) along with (1) through (5)
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HI.

COPYRIGHT CAPTURE AND THE COPYRIGHT OFFICE
While it may seem off topic for a WDS and testimony, as I am writing this on Friday

October 21, 2016, I just found out that Register Maria Pallante was unexpectantly fired by the

brand new Librarian of Congress, Dr. Carla Hayden, for what appears to be simply standing up
to Google and educating them on the basic nature of U.S. copyright law. I am absolutely stunned

by the clear political nature of her removal as well as the appearance of undue influence by
Google lobbyists and/or of6cials via the Obama administration. Since Google is participating in

Phonorecords, the new Librarian's actions affect us all and sends a clear message to copyright
creators and rate participants.

So, while I mention Google below, it applies generally in the

sense that Licensees in all formats always stick together in these rate proceedings, in their

positions and legal arguments, however, what Google has done on their own, is disturbing.

Of course, and as reported, all copyright creators were equally stunned and deeply
concerned by the unprecedented nature of these actions toward Ms. Pallante, but even more
disturbing, the vindictive manner in which the firing was done — with pettiness, disrespect, and

in my observation, the clear intention to also "teach copyright owners a lesson".
Why would the new Librarian want to teach copyright owners (and their supporters) a
lesson? What is the lesson we are supposed to learn from Google? Compliance?
With events like these every few months i.e, the Google-DOJ consent decree charade,

now more than ever, professional American music creators are rightfully worried about these
serious issues that impact their current and future royalty rates in any format — $ .00 a play,
100% licensing mess, new Librarian fires the Register, 75 year consent decrees, 107 year

compulsory licenses, meaningless copyright reform by Congress, Google's incredible influence
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and the hardball politics of music at play here, over mere singers and songwriters. All these
above mentioned issues are having a chilling effect on all American music creators, outside these

proceedings, but I include them since these are certainly the most substantive issues we creators
face everyday, but also affect the outcome of these proceedings.

If there is one silver lining,

"evil"'oogle

has now revealed their true intentions in

concert with the new Librarian's first action on the job.

It is now clear that 1.) progressive politics, not great music, is the only thing of value to
the Librarian and Google, and 2.) licensees'inancial interests will always trump protecting the
value of registered copyrights and each American music creators'elf-interests and income.
I know everyone most certainly wishes Register Pallante all the best and despite her

undeserved and unfair political "squeeze out", she did the right thing by leaving as she governed,

with dignity and honor. Hopefully, Register Pallante sues for wrongful termination.
While the firing of Register Pallante was one of the most brazen political actions

I'e

ever seen, to then read the smear piece on Register Pallante by Google sponsored "intellectuals"

at Public Knowledge "Copyright Capture: Systematic Bias at the U.S. Copyright Office""', was
equally as unfair and brazen.

Why do Google and their lobbyists knowingly distort basic

copyright law? The "Copyright Capture" paper not only telegraphed Google's intentions before

they apparently had Register Pallante sacked, but their intentions reeked of the usual Silicon

Google is famous for its corporate motto "Don't Be Evil", yet it seems to GEO, evil is all Google ever does,
besides make a nice search engine. See "Youtubeistan" articles by attorney Chris Castle showing evidence of
Google hosting and then selling advertising on all kinds ofvideos, including music videos. https:II
musictechpolicy.corn/2015/02/19/live-from-youtubeistan-delivered-straight-to-your-living-room/

'EO Ex. 069 - A Google sponsored "think tank" called Public Knowledge, written by Meredith Rose, Ryan

Clough, Raza Panjwani, - September 8, 2016
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Valley naivety and desperation. Ironically, their failed efforts included some of the best quotes

from Register Pallante on copyright law and the constitutional protections of exclusive rights.

Of course, Google despises the US. Constitution, including copyright itself and exclusive
rights, otherwise they'd pay a fair rate. Google simply wants to see copyright law abolished.

It is astonishing the smartest and best solutions Google and Public Knowledge ("PK")
could muster were to viciously smear Register Pallante beforehand and then find a way for Dr.

Hayden to fire Register Pallante.
Google continues their assault on the livelihoods of all American music creators in their

attempt to now capture the U.S. Copyright Office and apparently abolish copyrightforever.
As additional proof of Google's intentions at the Copyright Office, we look at the already

"captured" Department of Justice Anti-Trust Division with former Google lobbyist Renata Hesse
attempting to implement her "new rule" for 100'/0 licensing at the Copyright Office, distorting

copyright law and common sense'

Luckily, SDNY Judge Louis Stanton wisely intervened and

stopped Google and the DOJ's "chicanery of fraud and deceit", at least for BMI creators.

The irony, and why all of this applies to GEO's rate proposal, is these following quotes
by Register Pallante are some of the absolute best quotes on copyright law I have ever seen that
make my case, in addition to the two quotes by former Registers Oman and Peters contained in

this WDS. Basically, Public Knowledge showed their lack of knowledge on copyright law by

producing quotes to show "bias" at the Copyright OQice that only revealed their ignorance and
decimated their own transparent argument. Register Pallante's informed quotes are based on

well established law and reality, which clearly prove why copyright comes first, and customers,

'EO Ex. 65 - Judge Stanton's Order overturning DOJ's unlawful actions on consent decree, September 19, 2016.
Page
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licensees and the public good are second, third and fourth. — and Google about twenty-seven...

thousand. (In addition, see Mississippi Attorney General Jim Hood's subpoena of Google.)

Quoting &om "Copyright Capture", in PK's attempt to smear Register Pallante, they
actually make my case for copyrightgrst and exclusive rightsfirst in this rate proceeding:
"Perhaps the starkest evidence of cultural capture can be found in statements by the current
Register of Copyrights, Maria Pallante. She has, at various times during her tenure, commented
that:

"Copyright is for the author first and the nation second."'~

"I think the problem we have today in terms of imbalance that we might feel in
the copyright statute is that we have gotten away &om that equation that puts the authors
as the primary beneficiaries, followed by the public good."20
~

~
"Unfortunately, I start with enforcement because,
rights in the first place, you can't get to other questions.'u'

if you don't have exclusive

"The primary policy issue for us, in large part because of digital communication,
has got to be enforcement.~
These statements reflect the many specific examples„detailed in Section 0, in which the
Copyright Once has acted more as an advocate for rightsholder interests than an objective
referee of copyright debates."

Another great quote relating to devotion of craft f'rom "The Next Great Copyright Act",
Register of Copyright Maria Pallante also said:
The issues of authors are intertwined with the interests of the public. As the first beneficiaries of the
covvrieht law. authors are not a counterweight to the public interest but are instead at the verv center
of the equation. In the words of the Supreme Court, "[t]he immediate effect of our copyright law is to
secure a fair return for an 'author''reative labor. But the ultimate aim is, by this incentive, to
stimulate artistic creativityfor the genera/public good." (emphasis added)

'udith Saffer, An Interview with Register of Copyrights Maria A. Pallante, LANDSLIDE, Apr. 2012.
2

The Register's Call for Updates to U.S. Copyright Law: Hearing Before the Subcomm. on Courts, Intellectual
Property, and the Internet of the Comm. on the Judiciary, 113 Cong. 113-20 (2013) (testimony of Maria A. Pallante,
Register of Copyrights and Dir.).

~'ate Anderson, New Register of Copyrights: 'Unfortunately, I start with enforcement", Ars Technica (July 13,
2011, 7:50 AM), http://arstechnica.corn/tech-poHcy/2011/07/new-register-of-copyrights-unfortunately- i-start-withenforcement/.

AlvinJonesComm, Copyright Alliance: Maria Pallante, YouTube (Nov. 8, 2011), https://www.youtube.corn/
watch?v=pufu0ciCp18&noredirect=L
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Congress has a duty to keep authors in its minds eye, including songwriters, book authors,
filmmakers, photographers and visual artists. Indeed, "ta] rich culture demands contributions &om
authors and artists who devote thousands of hours to a work and a lifetime to their craft." A law that
does not provide for authors would be illogical—hardly a copyright law at all. And it would not
deserve the respect of the public." (emphasis added)

It's certainly interesting to GEO, but also stomach turning to me, that Google and most
licensees seem to have this attitude that music creators, and government officials, are somehow

evil if they understand Copyright 101, or we ask for more than $ .00 cents for our creations,

investments, and for our own property — but "don't be evil". Also, what is "cultural capture"?

IV.

ART, COMPULSORY ART, AND STATUTORY ART
First, I think it's important to note that we are here to set the rate for art.

It's also just as important, if not more, to note that we are here to set the rates for other

peoples art, other people's livelihoods, for someone else's property, for someone else's hard
work, for someone else's investment, and someone else's talent that they have a literal right to.

This right to a creator's own art, is allegedly secured in $ 106 of the Copyright Act and in

the copyright clause of the U.S. Constitution, no less, yet these rights, which create huge profits
for

Licensees'nd their only product, this art,

is not only willfully ignored by licensees, but

intentionally marginalized at extremely low below-market statutory rates under a federal
compulsory license.
So it's art, but let's be clear, it's compulsory art, statutory art, federally managed art.

We creators are bombarded with how much licensees care about artists, but then ttnTi

around and set these bothersome "content creators" profits and income at $ .00 cents a stream.

htt '//www.co

h

e.com/2015/06/on- rofessional-authorshi /
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It is still dumbfounding to me that in the age of real-time Billboard charts on Twitter

4

over the internet in the blink of an eye, it still takes 2 full years and millions of dollars in attorney
fees to keep setting the statutory streaming rate at literally $ .00 cents ever 5 years, or keep the
9.1 cent mechanical at 9.1 cents, or keep SiriusXM Radio (SXMR) at 10.5% or 7 to 11% to

lower their SEES rate — as all these licensees'hareholders transfer billions of dollars in value
from individual copyright

creators'ank

accounts, to their pockets. (See shareholder

distributions in Thomas Lys study for SoundExchange)
So, it's important to remember that we are here for compulsory art or statutory art - a

contradiction in terms - to benefit licensees, politicians, lawyers, and shareholders - and it's at the

point where it's destroying art and artists'ives, while only allowing the "art" that's poiiticaiiy
correct - through lobbyists - see the light of day and that is heavily promoted and pushed in

contemporary progressive media, by "music journalists". You can't survive making jazz records.

WHAT ARTISTS, AFM PLAYERS, AFTRA SINGERS, SONGWRITERS,
PUBLISHERS, AND CREATORS REALLY WANT - A SECURE RATE THAT PAYS A
REAL RATE - NO LEGAL TRICKS
V.

I think what all artists and creators worldwide want, and have always wanted is to know

that they are secure in their royalty income, especially since the federal government is involved
to "protect us".

Creators have been lulled into a false sense of security that if I get a song

recorded or "cut" and it's a "hit record, then me, the music creator finally gets paid, but this is no
longer true.

A music creator is lucky to have one hit record in a lifetime as a singer,

songwriter, producer, or small start-up American label owner (or as "demos" or demonstration

GEO Ex. 046
GEO Ex. 009 and SX Expert Testimony.
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tapes produced by singer-songwriters and publishing companies for

$ 115

are turned into

"records" or "master sound recordings") that are played on terrestrial radio and streaming today.
Artists and creators do not want a free ride, but we deserve the guaranteed opportunity to

actually make a lot of money if our compulsory copyrights are a hit, not just squeak out a meager

profit, but if we are lucky enough and talented enough and have the ability to put our ideas into a

tangible medium, just like counsel does everyday, fixing their ideas, talent and experience in
these motions over time, it's no different than fixing your voice, idea, music, lyrics, guitars,
drums, bass, piano, horns, strings, or cowbell to sound recordings and what is at issue, and at

stake here. The difference is copyright and songwriters, publishers, artists, record companies

don't get paid up front, they only invest. When the return is fixed at $ .00 or thereabout, then the
statutory royalty system is rigged against the very people it was designed to protect, copyright

creators.
Counsel also doesn't have a compulsory, statutory rate on billable hours. So, we simply

want to know when we work that we are secure in our income, just hke counsel in this
proceeding.
We want to get up knowing that when we write, publish, sing, play, and press record, our

royalties are secure, our copyrights are secure, our property is secure, and this all we really want

— the ability to actually make money in some form if we are lucky enough to have a hit, as a
$ 114

singer, player or independent label owner.

For over 30 years from 1973 to about 2003, over 90%
came 6om albums, period.

6

26

of all total music industry sales

To be clear, GEO is not confusing sales and performances, just

GEO Ex. 015 and GEO Ex. 018
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demonstrating the true value of music when a copyright owner can say no until the price is

reasonable, plus an example of where a "semi-free-market" set the value, since there is no
statutory rate for sound recordings fixed to albums or album sales, as far as I know.

GEO's argument is that if there were no compulsory license in Phonorecords, all parties
would be forced to negotiate a true market-rate or "hypothetical marketplace" rate, in GEO's
definition. Records had value and were also the only interactive performance around in 1973.

When it comes to copyright, GEO agrees with SoundExchange in Web IV that there is no

differentiation between interactive, non-interactive, on-demand or non-demand streaming, these
are merely technical definitions that have now "blurred", that have nothing do with basic

copyright law and several hundred years of good precedent for copyright, not against copyright.
Over the past 15 years, major label executives, performing rights organizations, multiple
federal government agencies, and a handful of "non-profits", trade organizations, and music
lobbyists in Washington DC have made catastrophic mistakes, miscalculations and decisions that

have ruined the hves and livelihoods of many thousands of talented and deserving songwriters,

music publishers, artists, performers, musicians, singers, engineers, producers, studios and sound
recording creators in Los Angeles, New York City, Nashville, Atlanta and other music cities.
Using copyrighted material without the author's consent is stealing the fruit of a man'
labor, no different than stealing his car &om his driveway, minus the physical act or altercation.

This is a moral question of the issue of theft, something that anyone can understand.
I, as a visual arts (VA), performance arts (PA), and sound recording (SR) music copyright

creator and owner for over 30 years, understand that there is no difference between a non-

subscription or subscription rate when it comes to basic copyright law which trumps those made-
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up technical terms 100% of the time. The term "non-subscription" is a brand new term for a
faulty business model, not a copyright. New terms and definitions from 2008 or 2011 don'

suddenly take precedent over 220 years of American copyright law, lawful precedent, $ 106 and a
long tradition in England and elsewhere. We hope Your Honors already hold this fundamental

position and during your deliberations.

VI.

THE ARTIST
On July 21, 2015, Day 28 of the hearings and closing statements in Seb IV, Mr. Glenn

Pomerantz, lead counsel for SoundExchange, kindly said this about my 2 year participation. Mr.

Pomerantz reminded the Services where their revenues come Rom - artists - other people's hard
earned music copyrights, investments, business models and private property.

And the third guiding principle. Don't forget about the artists. The entire business of
these services and the entire business of the record companies depends on artists. These
businesses only exist because of the talent and passion and hard work of artists. And the
rates that you set are going to make a huge difference to these artists. The royalties &om
statutory services are a critical revenue source for many artists. They get 50 percent of the
royalties paid directly by SoundExchange, not by the record companies. And as CDs and
downloads decline in sales, and as streaming explodes, of course this revenue source is
going to become more and more important to artists. It's not overstatement to say that the
decision you make will make the difference for many artists as to whether they continue
to make music their career.
Now, SoundExchange wasn't the only advocate for the artists in this hearing room. So
was Mr. Johnson. He was advocating for the artists. Now Mr. Johnson may not phrase
things quite the way that lawyers phrase things, and he may not do things quite the way
that lawyers do things, but perhaps that makes him more persuasive. Perhaps that makes
his message clearer. Because Mr. Johnson and thousands and thousands of artists are
frustrated. They'e frustrated that they'e not getting a fair share of the streaming revenue.
They'e frustrated that the executives of the services are getting enriched by their music
and they'e not sharing in that. And they'e frustrated that the royalty terms that are
getting — are getting set without fair consideration of the value that the artists have
brought to make Pandora and iHeart multibillion dollar businesses. (emphasis added)
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Interestingly, right before those few paragraphs, Mr. Pomerantz also summarized

this

substantive point to GEO's case, but all rate proceedings, as Mr. Pomerantz accurately states that

"for setting rates. vou're suooosed to ignore the statute. assume it's not there". So, to me that is
saying we are supposed to start this Phonorecords proceeding like there was never a license for
anybody. We start fresh and new, look at the current 2016 marketplace, negotiate deals, and not

rely on 5, 10, or 20 year-old grandfathered rate court "precedents", and artificial rates and terms
when "you'e got mail" was popular — before the internet or streaming music even took ofK
So today, and certainly over the next five years, the line between noninteractive and
interactive is solely a line that's drawn by the statute. It's not a line that's being drawn in
the marketplace. And for setting rates you'e supposed to ignore the statute, assume it'

not there. You'e supposed to assume that there's no artificial line in this market and that
all of these services are competing head to head for listeners. (emphasis added)
This is a key observation about how these rate proceedings are supposed to operate,
ignore the statute, assume this artijlcial line in the market is not even there and "all of the
services are competing head to head for listeners." That is also why I include the sale of sounds

recordings which show the true value of a song and/or sound recordings, digital or analog

version matters not. Just like in 1973, if you wanted to listen, you had to buy your favorite song.

In Seb IV, SoundBxchange offered four issues in one of their motions which are still true
today with any Licensee.
A. The Services'roffered Benchmarks Do Not Reflect Terms A Willing Buyer And Willing
Seller Would Negotiate Outside the Shadow Of The Statutory License.

B. The Services Fail to Show That Statutory Services "Promote" Overall Sales or Other
Revenue Streams
C. The

Services'laims of Poor Financial Health Do Not Justify Their Below-Market Rate
Proposals.

Washington, D.C. Tuesday, July 21, 2015, Day 28 In Re: Determination of Royalty Rates (Public Version)
07-21-2015 Pages 7574, 75, 76
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D. Recording Artists And Copyright Owners'elative Contributions Far Outweigh Those Of
The Services.

VII.

EXCLUSIVE RIGHT OR LIMITED "RIGHT" RIDDLED WITH EXCEPTIONS?
Former Register Mr. Ralph Oman (1985-1993) said it perfectly when he recently posed

the question; what is "...the true nature of copyright — as an exclusive private property right, or

as a limited right to be doled out stingily, riddled with exceptions and limitations, to be given
awayPee-of-charge"? A perfect definition of the compulsory license and the statutory rate.
In President John F. Kennedy's famous Inaugural address in 1961" he referenced the

time-tested theory of individual natural rights which the entire Declaration of Independence and
United States Constitution is based on, including the copyright clause. Kennedy said, "The belief

that the rights of man come not from the generosity of the state, but by the hand of God".
Whether the Judges believe our rights come from a Creator or naturally by way of our
individual humanity, copyright law and legal precedent pre-dates the formation of the United
States and is an established right. Copyright is not only a right to the &uit of one's labor and

mind, but also an established private property right like real property.

Copyright is also a well

established "bundle of rights" which also includes the long held real property right — "the right

to exclude." Copyright is a First Amendment right since lyrics are speech, and music expression.
The plain meaning of exclusive right embodied in Title 17 U.S.C.

$ 106 (1

to 6) of the

Copyright Act, originally flows from the exclusive right written in Article 1, Section 8, Clause

8

of the United States Constitution of 1787. Both laws federalize the long held natural exclusive
3htt://billofn htsinstitute.or resources/educator-resources/america edia/america edia-documents/fk-inau uraladdress/

h:/

a ers/1431. df George Mason University School of
www.law. u edu/assets/files/ ublications/workin
Law. Written by Adam Mossoff - Professor of Law, INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND PROPERTY RIGHTS
2013
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right, exclusive monopoly, and exclusive property right bundled in music copyright law and
copyright law in general. In addition to 17 U.S.C.

$ 106

Clause 8 of the Constitution, this exclusive right in

of the Act and Article

$ 106

1, Section 8,

is also federalized in the Sound

Recording Act of 1971. Furthermore, all of these federalizations of copyright are bundled with,

but also subject to the 5th Amendment right to private property in the Bill of Rights.
17 U.S.C. $ 106 and the copyright clause were written to protect these exclusive rights.

All American music creators'ivelihoods and their families depend on these protections.

It appears to GEO that many of the "digital" provisions added to the Act the past 20 years
are in conflict and direct violation of the copyright laws'xclusive right provisions in $ 106, i.e.

the limitations and exceptions found in 37 C.F.R.

$

385.1 to 26 on $ 115 music copyright royalty

rates and terms vs. $ 106 (1 to 6) protections and constitutional law (or rights).
Therefore, in this rate proceeding, can $ 115 music copyright creators depend on The

Library of Congress, The Librarian, The Copyright Ofhce, the Register and Your Honors to

uphold the plain meaning of the words and text in a.) the copyright clause in Art I, Sec. 8, Cl. 8,
primarily the plain definition of exclusive right, and speci/cally b.) the additional federal

protections of the exclusive right found in 17 U.S.C. $ 106 (1 to 6) of the Act, or not?
In other words, can music creators depend on the construction of exclusive right in the
U.S. Constitution and in $ 106 of the Copyright Act?

Copyright law was designed to protect the profit of the copyright creators, not give their
rights, property, talent, art and hard earned works away for f'ree over and over and over again.
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VIII. 17 US.C. $ 106 EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS
Section 106" says:
Subject to sections 107 through 122, the owner of copyright under this title has the
exclusive rights to do and to authorize any ofthe following.
(1) to reproduce the copyrighted work in copies or phonorecords;
(2) to prepare derivative works based upon the copyrighted work;
(3) to distribute copies or phonorecords of the copyrighted work to the public by sale or other
transfer of ownership, or by rental, lease, or lending;
(4) in the case of literary, musical, dramatic, and choreographic works, pantomimes, and motion
pictures and other audiovisual works, to perform the copyrighted work publicly;
(5) in the case of literary, musical, dramatic, and choreographic works, pantomimes, and pictorial,
graphic, or sculptural works, including the individual images of a motion picture or other
audiovisual work, to display the copyrighted work publicly; and
(6) in the case of sound recordings, to perform the copyrighted work publicly by means of a
digital audio transmission.

IX.

EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS IN THE CONSTITUTION IN ARTICLE I AND 5106 OF
THE ACT MUST BE ENFORCED
GEO strongly argues that there is no rational basis for the the majority rejection of the

"exclusive rights" found in Article 1, Section 8, Clause 8, of the United States Constitution
which is considered by the Courts to be the supreme law of the land, as well as the exclusive

right found in 17 U.S.C.

g

106.

GEO raises countless Supreme Court cases and precedent in favor of basic copyright

protection found in natural law, the U.S. Constitution and The Act without endless limitations or
exceptions to that right.

In GEO's attached Preliminary Table of Authorities and in the record, GEO cites
precedent concerning the lawful superior nature of copyright's exclusive right over licensees
wants and needs. These pro-copyright precedents from the Supreme Court and lower courts, that

are all in favor of copyright over licensees or the public good, which include Mazer v. Stein, 437
httns'.//www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/1 7/1 06
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U.S. 201, 219 (1954), Harper & Row, Publishers, Inc. v. Nation Enter., 471 U.S. 539, 546
(1985), Eldred v. Ashcroft, 537 U.S. 186, 212 (2003), Golan v. Holder, 132 S. Ct. 873, 888
(2012), Twentieth Century Music Corp. v. Aiken, 422 U.S. 151, 156 (1975), Elitzner Indus. v. HE

James & Co., 535 F. Supp. 1249, 1259-60 (EX). Pa. 1982), Salinger v. Colting, 607 F.3d 68 (2d
Cir. 2010), Am. Geophysical Union v. Texaco Inc., 802 F. Supp. 9 (S.DA.Y. 1992), and of course

Herbert v. Shanley, Decision 242 U.S. 591 (1917).
X.

THE PUBLIC'S "RIGHT" VS. THE CREATOR'S ACTUAL RIGHTS
Having researched certain aspects of the legislative history of copyright law, the one

thing I realized the Act(s) all had in common the past 100 years was this obsession with

protecting the public goodfirst andforemost, to make it fair, instead of protecting the exclusive
rights ofall the copyright creators. The 1909 Act says creators only get an "adequate return".
So, learning the legislative history and certain legislative text of the Act concerning the

interpretation and construction of all the exclusive rights embodied in

$ 106

of the Act, is

161portaIlt.

As James Madison said about the public good vs copyright, that copyright wins — "The

public good fully coincides... with the claims of individuals."

A perfect example of broadcaster's willful ignorance of copyright law and personal,
intellectual property rights, is when NAB Joint Board Chairman Mr. Charles War6eld» testified

to Congress that "the core objective of copyright law is the public good. not the creator's
interest. Not the user 's interest. But the interest of the public at laree." Nothing could be further
&om the truth — the public good is not the intent of the exclusive right found in copyright law,

3i GEO Bx. 052
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public good is a product of author incentive, profit and creation. In fact, Mr. Warfield's willful
ignorance of copyright law is disturbing and NAB's position is the complete antithesis of
exclusive rights.
"The Supreme Court has repeatedly held that the core objective of copyright law is the public good.
Not the creator's interest. Not the user's interest. But the interest of the public at large. Unfortunately,
in testimony before this Committee, some are arguing for fixes to copyright law that serve a very
different goal — ensuring that their individual constituencies receive greater compensation at the
expense of both music licensees and listeners. Nowhere in their arguments do they emphasize the
need for balance, the interest of consumers, or enhancements to competition — any one of which
would promote the public good."

Using Mr. Warfield's own words, it's clear that "nowhere in their (NAB) arguments do

they emphasize the need for balance" with copyright creators. So, this willful ignorance is why
our natural rights are now perpetually being stolen, reduced, judged, limited, lawyered, "riddled

with exceptions", to where our hard earned art is given away by Washington D.C. lobbyists
against our will and free of charge. It's clear from NAB's Feb IV testimony and reading the
1909 Act, the DMCA/United Nations WIPO Treaty, and other additions to the Act that the

public, public good, the protection of the public and licensors and users so called "rights", has
seemingly always been the goal of past Congresses, lobbyists, the NAB, and other anti-copyright
interests. That's why I call this whole process "Atlas Shrugged for Songs", not just this rate

proceeding, but the entire D.C. lobbying apparatus that has built itself around copyright to
control copyright, remove the monopoly, destroy the exclusive right, destroy the property right
and right to exclude, then steal all profits by dismantling the full bundle of rights historically

found in copyright law.

w
n
r /d c men ne r m re elea e a ~id=3443 June 25, 2014 Testimony of
Charles garfield, NAB's joint board chairman, at Hearing on Music Licensing to the House
Subcommittee on Courts, Intellectual Property and the Internet.
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Register Pallante was even challenged for her correct statement by Congresswoman Zoe
Lofgren in 2012 when Register Pallante had rightly said that "Copyright is for the author first

and the nation second"'

I would guess that all American $ 115 creators share GEO's hope that

Your Honors will affirm this bedrock fact of copyright law in these rate proceedings.
$ 106

XI.

was supposed to add to the Article I copyright clause protections, not limit them.

IN CARP, RATE COURT "PRECEDENT" SKT ONLY BY LICENSEES
"WITHOUT ONCE CONSIDERING VALUE OF INDIVIDUAL
PERFORMANCE".
I was also struck by former Register

Peter's quote from the 1995 rate proceeding where

she said the Services stopped "prematurely" and "without once considerin

the value

of the

individual performance "34 therefore never considered the copyright owners, therefore never

considered their exclusive rights which were completely disregarded. No wonder the rates are so
below-market and why all grandfathered rates and terms based upon a 20 year old CARP
precedent, pre-iPhone and pre-modern internet, must be changed and re-valued for the future.

Here is a quote from the A2IM Brief, which quotes Register Peters in the 1995 DPRSR.
The A21M Brief said:

"The rates at issue in this proceeding involved three services, and consistent with all of
the Webcasting proceedings, there was a single representative of all sound recording
owners, in this case, the RIAA."»

" h://www.co

h

e.com/2012/10/co

ri ht-is-for-the-author-first-and-the-nation-second/

"

Determination of Reasonable Rates and Terms For The Digital Performance of Sound Recordings, 63 Fed. Reg.
25394, at 25412 (May 8, 1998) Final Rule and Order (overturning certain aspects of rates and terms set by the
CARP, the predecessor to the CRJs) (emphasis added) Page 18 h://www.co ri ht. ov/histo /mls/ML-597. df

htt //a2im.or /w -content/u loads/2015/10/A2IM-AFM-and-SAG-AFTRA. df
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"Indeed, in the first proceeding under the Digital Performance Right in Sound Recordings
Act of 1995, under the predecessor to the current version of Section 114(fj for then extant
digital services, the Copyright Register made a specific finding on this point:
Then, Register Peters gave her analysis of the importance of establishing "the value of the
individual performance" and GEO could not agree more with that, in this rate proceeding.

Register Peters clearly makes her point about the individual value of the work and performance:
"2. Value of an individual performance of a sound recording. The Register notes that the I'aneI
stopped prematurely in its consideration of the value of the public performance of a sound recording.
Its entire inquiry focused on the value of the "blanket license" for the right to perform the sound
recording, without once considering the value of the individual performance-a value which must be
established in order for the collecting entity to perform its function not only to collect, but also to
distribute royalties. Consequently, the Register has made a determination that each performance of
each sound recording is of equal value and has included a term that incorporates this determination."
To do otherwise requires the parties to establish criteria for establishing differential values for
individual sound recordings or various categories of sound recorcHngs. Neither the Services nor

MAA proposed any methodology for assigning different values to different sound recordings. In
the absence of an alternative method for assessing the value of the performance of the sound
recording, the Register has no alternative but to find that the value of each performance of a sound
recording has equal value. Furthermore, the structure of the statute contemplates direct payment of
royalty fees to individual copyright owners when negotiated license agreements exist between one or
more copyright owner and one or more digital audio service. To accommodate this structure in the
absence of any statutory language or legislative intent to the contrary, each performance of each
sound recording must be afforded equal value."

Even on the Copyright Office's own website, former Register of Copyright Marybeth

Peter's testimony to the Judiciary Committee, 12 years ago in 2002, was that Congress realized
rice-fixin rates was flawed and did not rovide fair com ensation "At the time it was drafting
the 1976 Copyright Act, Congress realized that the mechanical license was flawed because a

statutoril -set never-chan in

ro al

rate was in exible and did not

rovide

air

Determination of Reasonable Rates and Terms For The Digital Performance of Sound Recordings, 63 Fed. Reg.
25394, at 25412 (May 8, 1998) Final Rule and Order (overturning certain aspects of rates and terms set by the
CARP, the predecessor to the CRIs) (emphasis added) GEO underlined relevant sections for Your Honors "without
once considering the value of the individual performance" and "Neither the services nor RIAA proposed any
methodology for assigning different values to different sound recordings." and "there was a single representative of
ht. ov/histo /mls/ML-597. df
all sound recording owners, in this case, the RIAA." Page 18 h://www.co
36
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comvensation.'»

This point here is key to Phonorecords rate proceeding since the 9.1 cent

Subpart A is the new 2 cents at 69 years Ms. Peters is referring to. It's the same exact thing.
This basic lack of understanding of rights may be the biggest hurdle copyright owners

face in 2016.

As one streamer has said, "I went &om buying music to being a listener". Well, under that
logic, everyone should "go f'rom buying food to being an eater".

XH.

RESPECTING COPYRIGHT AND THEREPORE THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT
Your Honors have broad discretion under the Act to establish rates that most clearly

represent the rates negotiated by a willing buyer and a willing seller in the marketplace.3s Your
Honors may establish and tailor rates in any reasonable way, that is not prohibited by the statute.

If we look to the Copyright OfEce's website at Circular 92», "Copyright Law of the
United States of America and Related Laws Contained in Title 17 of the United States Code "~o,

htto://www.coovriaht.uov/docs/reastat061302.html Statement of Marybeth Peters The Register of Copyrights
before the Subcommittee on Courts, the Interne, and Intellectual Property Committee on the Judiciary
United States House of Representatives 107th Congress, 2nd Session, June 13, 2002, CARP (Copyright Arbitration
Royalty Panel) Structure and Process
s7

ss The District of Columbia Circuit Court of Appeals has acknowledged this broad discretion. E.g., Intercollegiate
Broad. Sys., Inc. v. Copyright Royalty Bd., 796 F.3d 111, 127 (D.C. Cir. 2015) ("Review of administratively
determined rates is particularly deferential because of their highly teclmical nature."); Intercollegiate Broad. Sys.,
Inc. v. Copyright Royalty Bd., 574 F.3d 748, 759 (D.C. Cir. 2009) ("The standard of review applicable in ratemaking
cases is highly deferential."); id. at 757
Judges, not this court, bear the initial responsibility for interpreting the
statute. Applying the lessons of Chevron USA. Inc. v. Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc., 467 U.S. 837
(1984), we can only assess the reasonableness of the Judges'nterpretation of the inherent ambiguity in the statute's
mandate."); cf. Music Choice v. Copyright Royalty Bd., 774 F.3d 1000, 1007 (2014) ("We are especially deferential
to the Judges of the Copyright Royalty Board....") (reviewing rate determination under Section 114(f)(1));
SoundExchange, Inc. v. Librarian of Congmss, 571 F.3d 1220, 1225 (2009) (stating that decisions of the Copyright
Royalty Judges are entitled to "increase[d]" deference "because the four objectives it must pursue point in difFerent
directions" and concluding that "the agency has not exercised its broad discretion in an arbitrary or capricious
manner") (reviewing rate determination under Section 114(f)(1)).

('he

39

htto://convriuht.uov/title17/92oreface.html December 2011

40

htto://copvright.gov/titlel7/circ92.pdf December 2011
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in the summary of current copyright law, it begins by quoting the exclusive right found in the

copyright clause in Article 1, Section 8, Clause 8.

What is most striking is the title, "The Constitutional Provision Respecting CopyrigAt".
This is what copyright is all about and what this rate proceeding should be all about,

respecting copyright.
We music creators simply ask Licensees to please respect the hard work and nightmare it

is to create all these copyrights at our expense, the time and labor, with no guarantee of return or

success, in fact right now, it's a 99% losing proposition. American copyright creators, Congress,

the DOJ and the Copyright Office are literally at the crossroads of a constitutional copyright
crisis that has a simple yes or no answer. Sill exclusive rights be enforced or not?
GEO and all American music creators have been adversely affected by the price-Mng of

music royalty rates, including composition copyrights and digital sound recordings for over 107

years now. With the advent of digital streaming services such as Google, YouTube, Pandora,
Spotify, terrestrial radio and now SiriusXM satellite radio, price and wage controls remain on an

exclusive constitutional right.

United States Copyright Law, responsible public policy and the longstanding business
models of music publishers, songwriters, recording artists, investors and all DSR creators have

taken a backseat to the financial success ofa handful of new start-up streaming companies

The primary question we have to ask, "is it reasonable for a customer to pay for a

product? "
The streamer's economic model leaves out one crucial element - the customer, and the

bundled copyright cloud locker or streaming account forces payment for all music copyrights up-
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front, one-time, like all other products.

This approach would work for Phonorecords licensees

as well, just like it did for phonorecords for over 120 plus years Rom the 1880s to 2003.

XIII. DMCA REPLACED U.S. EXCLUSIVE RIGHT VIA UNITED NATION'S WIPO
GEO argues that the Digital Millennium Copyright Act ("DMCA") is nothing more than

a United Nation ("UN") treaty4'nder it's subsidiary the World Intellectual Property
Organization ("WIPO") and is unconstitutional since foreign legal codes or non-state actors like

the UN have no right to supersede the "copyright clause" and exclusive rights under Art. I.
Additionally, the DMCA violates GEO's First Amendment right associated with copyright and

the property right aspect under the Fifth Amendment. The DMCA also violates the supremacy
clause as well and while Congress may pass treaties, not treaties that are unconstitutional.

As long-time Nashville attorney Mr. James Harm rightly said, "because

complained of are unconstitutional, the passage
Likewise,

of time will not

if the

Acts

make them constitutional.

if an Act is unconstitutional, there really can be no time limitfor obj ection."

So, when the following says that the UN through the DMCA "treaty" enacts

a statutory

license to perform sound recordings as digital audio transmissions by adding he provision at

issue here, among other changes, no wonder

we'e at

$ .00 cent per-stream since

we'e

"harmonized" U.S. Copyright Law with the UN, and their WIPO division. through the Treaty of
Rome. What does that have to do with Art 1, Sec. 8, Cl. 8 of the United States Constitution and

GEO's exclusive rights?
These are some examples of the limitations and exceptions former Register Oman had in
mind.
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C. Legal Background
1.

Statutory Framework: The Digital Millennium Copyright Act'~

The Digital Millennium Copyright Act ("DMCA"), enacted in 1998, amended the law for the
statutory license to perform sound recordings as digital audio transmissions by adding the statutory
provisions at issue here, among other changes. Pub. L. No. 105—304, 112 Stat. 2860, 2891, 2897—99
(Oct. 28, 1998). A major goal of the DMCA is to establish a market—based standard for setting royalty
rates paid to copyright owners for use of their works under the $ 114 statutory license. This standard,
codified at 17 U.S.C. $ 114(f)(2)(B), requires that rates and terms be set to reflect those that "would
have been negotiated in the marketplace between a willing buyer and a willing seller." This standard
must be used to set rates for all services making digital transmissions of sound recordings under the )
114 statutory license, except for the preexisting subscription services. Rates for the preexisting
subscription services are set based upon the statutory factors set forth at 17 U.S.C. $ 801(b)(1) 5 and
this did not change with the passage of the DMCA. That means that licensees operating under the
statutory license as preexisting subscription services have the right to operate under terms and rates
that were first set by a Copyright Arbitration Royalty Panel (CARP) in May of 1998, and readjusted
in july of 2003,7 in accordance with the $ 801(b)(1) standard. Thus, it becomes important to
determine which services qualify as a preexisting subscription service.

While the statute does not specifically identify which services meet the statutory definition of a
preexisting subscription service, the DMCA conference report states very specifically that there are
three services that satisfy the definition of a preexisting subscription service and identifies each
service by name several times throughout the report. H.R. Conf. Rep. No. 105—796, at 80—81 and 89
(1998). At one place, the report states:
There was [sic] only three such services that exist: DMX (operated by TCI Music), Music Choice (operated
by Digital Cable Radio Associates), and the DiSH Network (operated by Muzak). As of July 31, 1998,
DMX and Music Choice made transmissions via both cable and satellite media; the DiSH Network was
available only via satellite. Id. at 81.

And again, in its comments about the procedures in 17 U.S.C. $ 114(f)(1) for determining reasonable
rates and terms for the preexisting services, the conference report identifies each service that qualifies
as a preexisting service:
The conferees note that this subsection applies only to the three services considered preexisting
subscription services, DMX, Music Choice and the DiSH Network, and the two services considered
preexisting satellite digital audio radio services, CD Radio and American Mobile Radio Corporation.

id at 89.8 (final recitation of names of preexisting services as part of discussion in
the section discussing the definition of the term, preexisting subscription service).

Id. at 85. See also

The DMCA conference report also discusses the reasons why Congress decided not to subject these
preexisting services to the new rate setting standard or impose additional limitations on their
transmissions. Specifically, the conference report states that the rationale for its grandfathering
provisions is to "prevent disruption of the existing operations by such services," and it explains that
the grandfathering provisions for preexisting satellite digital audio radio services and their "historical
operations" have a similar rationale. Id. at 81. The report also explains that a preexisting service does
not lose its designation as such in the event the service decides to utilize a new transmission medium,
provided that the subscription transmissions are similar. In explaining this nuance, the conference
report states:

4

htt .//www.co

ri ht. ov/fedre /2006/71fr64639.html
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In grandfathering these services, the conferee's objective was to limit the grandfather to their existing
services in the same transmission medium and to any new services in a new transmission medium where
only transmissions similar to their existing service are provided. Thus, if a cable subscription music service
making transmission on July 31, 1998, were to offer the same music service through the Internet, then such
Internet service would be considered part of a preexisting subscription service.
If, however, a subscription service making transmissions on July 31, 1998, were to offer a new service
either in the same or new transmission medium by taking advantage [sic] of the capabilities of that
medium, such new service would not qualify as a preexisting subscription service. For example, a service
that offers video programming, such as advertising or other content, would not qualify as a preexisting
service, provided that the video programming is not merely information about the service itself, the sound
recordings being transmitted, the featured artists, composers or songwriters, or an advertisement to
purchase the sound recording transmitted. Id. at 8 .

Thus, it is clear why a service would seek to be classified as a preexisting subscription service for
purposes of $ 114. A designation as a preexisting subscription service means that the service will pay
royalty fees that are set according to a standard that may result in below market rates and it has the
added benefit that the service can make its offerings of subscription transmissions in a new medium
without losing the its status as a preexisting service. The legislative history construing the statutory
framework that provides for these services also makes clear that these benefits are limited to only a
handful of services that were in operation on July 31, 1998.

As everyone knows, another prime loophole in the DMCA which allows all licensees to

basically "bootleg" copyright

creators'nalog or digital sound recordings, as well as the

underlying works, while legally not paying for them at what the copyright owners would
negotiate in a free-market, are the "safe harbor" provisions.

Broadcasting, performing,

reproducing, or streaming without paying what the copyright owners and authors ask for is

nothing more than digital bootlegging, freeloading, and the looting of music copyrights,
compulsory license or not. We pray the Judges will put an end to these loopholes and protect

copyright creators and owners who are subject to these conditions, especially if we are to be

ruled by a statutory rate and compulsory license for another 100 years, here in the land of the
free.

As Mr. Pomerantz reminds us in Pe& IV, we must start with a clean slate for today'
market, in 2016 prices. We also must factor in almost 120 years of rampant monetary inflation.
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XIV.

GEORGE JOHNSON'S (GEO) OBJECTION TO NMPA, NSAI AND SME'S
MOTION TO ADOPT SETTLEMENT INDUSTRY WIDE
George D. Johnson ("GEO") Objects to the National Songwriter's Association

International ("NSAI"), National Music Publisher's Association's ("NVPA") and Sony Music

Entertainment's ("SME") (collectively, the "Parties")43 proposed Motion to Adopt Settlement
Industry Wide for 37 C.F.R. Part 385 Subpart A (the "Subpart A Configurations") on October 28,

2016, and previous motions to adopt settlement by the Parties.
GEO strenuously Objects to and Opposes the $ .091 cent rate for himself and all current

or former SME, WMG and UMG songwriters, their co-writers and co-publishers on millions of
$ 115

copyrights "subject to" the statutory rate. More importantly, GEO strenuously Objects to

the $ .091 cent rate as the basis for the statutory rate for $ 385.3 mechanicals royalties for all U.S.
songwriter/publisher copyrights in the upcoming 5 year period, and we pray Your Honors agree.

Regardless of these 3 foreign corporations having "broad appeal", they still are foreign
controlled and headquartered "inverted U.S. corporations" as Mr. William Malone would phrase
it, and there is no law that gives Sony, Vivendi SA, or Access Industries the authority to violate

the constitutional rights, exclusive rights, &ee speech, property rights, or right to contract of each
and every individual U.S. copyright author, who's rights Your Honors are sworn to protect under

the U.S. Constitution.
We pray Your Honors don't force the rest of us U.S. citizen copyright creators to accept a
107 year old below-market rate for our art, rights, profits, and property because Mr. Israelite and
The Parties also include Warner Chappell Publishing ("WCP') and Universal Music Publishing ("UMP"), two
foreign owned publishing divisions of Access Industries, Inc. ("AP) headquartered in Moscow, Russia and Vivendi
SA headquartered in Paris, France. This U.S. settlement is actually for the benefit of divisions of 3 foreign
headquartered and inverted U.S. corporations and not individual U.S. authors, investors, publishers, songwriters and
$ 115 creators, which Art. I of the U.S. Constitution and $ 106 of the U.S. Copyright Act lawfully protects and were
designed to protect. NSAI and NMPA do not speak for most U.S. songwriters at $ .091 cents and $ .0015 a stream.
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Mr. Herbison made a horrible deal.

This "definitive hillbilly deal" only benefits three

corporations located in Moscow, Tokyo, and Paris — which clearly have no rights under the U.S.
Constitution. In contrast, U.S. citizens and U.S. music creators do have rights, copyrights, and a

right to their own property under longstanding U.S. constitutional law and the Bill of Rights.
For the foregoing and following reasons, GEO respectfully requests that Your Honors
DENY the Parties'otion(s) in full, to be fairly litigated in this rate proceeding, or re-negotiated

at the basic U.S. Consumer Price Index ("CPI") inflation adjusted rate to equalize and harmonize
the $ 385.3 mechanical rate at 2016 de novo competitive marketplace prices, subject to ever
increasing monetary inflation (See attached Exhibits A, B, and C).
In addition to this motion, GEO also relies on the arguments in his four previously

submitted Objections to the Parties'arious Motion(s) to Adopt Settlement for 37 C.F.R.

$

385

Subpart A, respectfully submitted on June 27, July 6, August 29, and August 31, 2016, and one

comment on regulations.eov, also emailed to the crb@loc.gov on August 24, 2016.
GEO also Objects to the price-fixing of the $ .24 cent ringtone rate, which also must be

adjusted for inflation to 2016 competitive marketplace rates at a minimum, and in the future.

Except for the Subpart A paid permanent download to abolish the limited download
found in Subpart B, GEO Objects to the entire Subpart A Configuration which should be fairly
litigated since it directly

sects

multiple constitutional rights of all American songwriters and

publishers "subject to" the statutory rate against their will — and as Your Honors recently

pointed out in SDARS, the very nature of a statutory license. This is another reason why the
Settlement should be DENIED since all individual American songwriters, publishers, owners,
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heirs, assigns, etc. are "subject to'* this horrible deal that they had no say in. Why should we all

be negatively affected?
XV.

FEDERAL GOVERl%VKNT INFLATION AND DATA IS NOT GEO'S FAULT
U.S. inflation is the main problem for U.S. songwriters and publishers and I hate to break

it to counsel, but GEO didn't create inflation, the U.S. federal government did.
So, please stop blaming me for $ .52 cents.

Please stop blaming me for the 96% drop in the value of he U.S. dollar since 1909 and

the U.S. rate of inflation.
These minimal inflation calculations resulting in $ .52 cents per mechanical were not
calculated by George Johnson, but by computers at the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the Federal

Reserve Bank of Minneapolis and St. Louis.

What is so amazing from all of the Parties'arious motions is how I am personally
attacked and my rate proposal belittled and demeaned, as if inflation was George Johnson's fault.
I should call my rate proposal the "CPI Inflation Adjustment for $ 115 Mechanical Rate.

So, for the record, the $ .02 cent 1909 compulsory license rate is a minimum of a rounded
$ .50 cents in 2016, calculated using the federal CPI.~

XVI. OTHER ISSUES
Similar to past slights by counsel claiming GEO's Opposition Motions to the Settlement

were mere "comments", the alleged "Copyright Owners" claim in their November 1, 2016

~ htto:/Iwww bls aov/data/inflation
45

calculator htm

httus://www.minneauolisfed.om

httu.//www.oftwomiuds.corn/bloaauu16/bumto-iudexs-16 html How Consumer Prices Have Soared 160% Since
2001.
4&
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Proposed Rates and Terms, that GEO is not even an "entity" in these rate proceedings and

therefore, their Settlement is unopposed. NSAI and NMPA then claim that GEO "represents no
interests" and "no interests beyond his own" claiming that "no other entity is opposed (other than
GEO, who represents no interests beyond his own)". This is similar to SiriusXM in this year'

SDARS'laiming GEO, or any other U.S. copyright owner without a current deal, had no
"significant interest" in SDARS or any other CRB rate proceeding effectively.
I am a V.S. Citizen and a valid copyright creator, and that is enough to be an entity, have

a tangible interest, be "subject to" the compulsory license, and have a significant interest.
After 10 years at $ .091, it's songwriter advocates NSAI and NMPA that want another 7
years of $ .091 cents based on a rate from when the horse and buggy were popular, 107 years ago.
All I am doing, is simply pointing out to the smartest attorneys in the U.S. that if you
simply use a U.S. government approved inflation measurement, at the lowest possible inflation

rate measured by the U.S. Consumer Price Index ("CPI"), that the plain and simple evidence
shows that 2 cents in J909 is now worth amund 50 cents, just to break-even with no rate

increases, using a federal inflation calculator.

Furthermore, SATV, WCP and UMP would make more revenues and especially for their

own employee songwriters, but

if they don't want to

do that, why should GEO and all U.S.

music creators be bound to foreign companies'ad decisions.
So, the parties need to stop blaming George Johnson for bringing up this uncomfortable

fact and if the Parties actually cared, they wouldn't be trying to keep their songwriters over in

their publishing divisions poorer, so the record division can get f'ree songs - and that is in part
why this deal even exists. Why isn't counsel worth only $ .091 cents per billable hour?
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So, it's the

Parties'ates and terms that are unsustainable for all U.S. copyright owners.

Furthermore, the parties keep claiming that the mechanical rate was negotiated in a the
"marketplace" or free-market and that is truly absurd when rates are set by the government.

XVII.

IF GEO IS AN OUTLIER, THEN ALL U.S. SONGWRITERS ARK OUTLIERS

If Sony Corp says that GEO is an "outlier" and that my hard-earned copyrights, talent and
creations don't matter, and my rates and terms are to be ignored, then every Sony ATV songwriter
is an outlier too, ignored by their own employer in this "deal" with no pay increase.
Secondly, every co-writer in the SATV catalog is an outlier too.
Third, that means that every co-publisher in the SATV is an outlier too.

Fourth, that means every U.S. songwriter and music publisher not in the SATV, WCP or
UMP catalogs is also an outlier.

Fifth, ironically, GEO is a co-writer and co-publisher on

$ 115

music copyrights in the

UMP catalog, and possibly the other two foreign publishers, so is Universal now an outlier too?

Therefore, GEO argues that for the exact same reasons Your Honors detailed in SDARS as
to why GEO, like any music copyright author or owner, has a significant interest in any rate

proceeding, and that would mean every U.S. citizen that creates or owns a $ 115 or $ 114 music

copyright has a significant interest as well - and not outliers either. As Your Honors wrote:

"GEO's legal rights as a copyright owner are directly affected by this proceeding. Therefore,
GEO has the requisite "substantial interest.""
"GEO is subject to the license at issue. Regardless of the Services'ast programming
practices and present intentions, they are free to use GEO's works at any time and GEO
would have no say in the matter—that is the essence of a statutory license."

9-29-16 Order denying Services Motion to Dismiss GEO In re Determination Of Royalty Rates And Terms For
Transmission Of Sound Recordings By Satellite Radio And "Preexisting" Subscription Services (SDARS IIfi

47
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For the Parties to call GEO an outlier shows their lack of respect for all individual
American songwriters, but mostly their own members and songwriter employees who work for
SATV, WCP and UMP.

Furthermore, why should citizens of Japan, Russia and France set my U.S. rates?

XVIII. THK PARTIES'ATES AND TERMS ARK WHAT IS NOT SUSTAINABLE
FOR U.S. COPYRIGHT CREATORS
Since we can now see what the real rate of inflation is, will we ignore it or deal with it?
See Exhibit C, "The Burrito Index" based on St. Louis Federal Reserve Ntunbers
(" FRED") and Bureau of Labor Statistics where inflation for college and most other goods and

services have gone np ~l60 ercear since 2001. (Again, please don't blame me)

What is most certainly not sustainable for songwriters is $ .091 cents per download, nor
$ .0015 cents per stream. So, GEO is most certainly not the problem here, monetary inflation and

the Parties'illful ignorance of the real problems U.S. songwriters and their employees face.
Your Honors should also DENY this Settlement since we'e all been price-fixed at $ .091

for the past 10 years with no inflation adj ustmenf'8, much less a pay increase, and this horrible
deal from SATV, WCP and UMP to price-fix their own employees for another 7 years is a

travesty addingfurther insult to 107 years of injury. But since the SME, WMG and UMG sound

recording side is much more profitable and in charge of the publishing divisions, working for
companies headquartered in Moscow, Paris and Tokyo — U.S. songwriters will get nothing.
Also, A2IM is not a participant in this rate proceeding and their comments are just that,
comments. A2IM represents A2IM, their executives and their self-interests, salaries, health care
Basic inflation, calculated by the CPI, should at least be factored in &om 2006-2022, much less 69 years at 2
cents.
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benefits as do Mr. Herbison and Mr. Israelite, not the majority of U.S. songwriters.
In effect, all individual U.S. citizen songwriters are the real participants in this

proceeding, not a handful of lobbyists and trade organization executives who don 't write songs.

XIX.

WHY DON'T WK HEAR FROM SMP, WCP AND UMP SONGWRITERS?
Why don't we hear &om American songwriters who work for SATV, WCP and UIVP in

Nashville, New York and Los Angeles and hear what they have to say about the $ .091 cent rate?

What if Your Honors solicited comments specifically from SMP, WCP and UMP
songwriters and see if they like the $ .091 and $ .0015 cent rates their employer is fixing them at'?
Or, in an idea similar to the Copyright Office Roundtables, maybe a series

of roundtables

so Your Honors can get out of the Copyright ONce, visit these music centers for yourselves, and

hear from real songwriters and music publishers on the ground and in their native environments.
Vivendi, Al, and Sony, 3 foreign corporation have no authority or right to tell thousands

of individual U.S. authors what their rate will be for their own copyrights, which is unbelievable
and insulting to authors since the compulsory license doesn't work for creators after 107 years.

This is why a true 2016 hypothetical marketplace rate is the only solution outside Congress

abolishing the entire rate proceeding process — then moving Your Honors to the newly formed

Lawyer and Lobbyist Rate Board ("LLRB"), and of course, all Judges'alaries would be doubled
f'rom what they are here at the CRB. All Licensee attorneys and music lobbyists would be upset

at a reasonable $ .0015 per-billable hour rate, split among counsel, however; singers, songwriters

and all American music copyright creators would be free to negotiate with Pandora, Google,
Amazon, Apple, Spotify, etc. and at a much more free-market and competitive marketplace rate.
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XX.

THE "COPYRIGHT OWNERS" OWN NO COPYRIGHTS, ARE JUST
LOBBYIST S
Your Honors,

I'e brought this up before and NSAI and NAPA force me to bring it up

again: the self-styled and so-called "Copyright Owners" are technically not Copyright Owners at

all, and do not have a significant or substantial interest.

In GEO's experience they do not

represent the vast majority of American music copyright owners, whatsoever, only their own
self-interests and employment.

At a yearly meeting of NSAI this January 2016, Mr. Herbison explained to a handful of
attendees, that 95% of the dues paying membership that makes up the $ 1,000,000 million dollar

plus yearly budget of NSAI, are made up of non-professional, amateur songwriters, or

"hobbyists" Rom au the NSAI local chapters scattered throughout the 50 states, who "have no
desire to be a professional songwriter or have a hit song" paraphrasing what Mr. Herbison said at

that meeting, as I believe he has made the same speech before.

If 95% of NSAI members are amateur songwriters, why is NSAI negotiating for all
profession/American songwriters? I think the 5% professional NSAI membership would much
rather have a better Subpart A and 8 rate than take this deal, despite their submitted testimony.

If Mr. Herbison is a copyright creator as he claims to be, let's hear a song he wrote by
himself. If Mr. Israelite is a copyright creator as he claims to be, let the court hear evidence of a
song Mr. Israelite wrote by himself.
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XXI. ADDITIONAL ISSUES
Your Honors, in hindsight, in the past 3 years of rate hearings, GEO's goal has been

singular: to offer a rate proposal that best represents an actual de novo hypothetical marketplace,

where actual copyright owners and licenses are compensated equally and fairly in today's prices.
SME, UMG, WMG, NSAI, and NMPA all seem to be singing the same note, don 't litigate
the 9.1 cent rate. However, no Written Direct Statements have been submitted to Your Honors,

until just yesterday, and this Settlement does not protect the true value of millions of American

music copyrights and interests of thousands of current American songwriters and independent
publishers — their rates, their rights, and their art. With the advent of windowing, it's just unfair.
This hastily fashioned Settlement ignores the American creator for the benefit of 3 major

foreign record labels, formerly American headquartered, with zero raises for their own

$ 115

creators, and with no cost of living increases, again — just like the 2 cent mechanical sat there

for 69 years, as NMPA stood by Born 1917 to 1976 and Chd nothing.
We pray Your Honors will protect the Art I and $ 106 exclusive rights, property rights, and

moral rights of all individual American music copyright creators, and their business models.

What I don't understand is why NMPA and NSAI, who claim to advocate on behalf of
songwriters, don't Object to the 9.1 cent rate? However, they do appear to be working overtime,
and at great legal expense, to make sure UMG, WMG, and SME, three foreign record

companies, don't pay American songwriters a single penny more?
As a longtime member of NSAI, I find that to be extremely troubling.
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It all seems so very anti-competitive, keeping your U.S. songwriting and publishing

competition price-fixed at extremely below-market and unreasonable rates like 2 cents — for 69,
10 or 18 years.

NMPA

and NSAI claim to be actual copyright owners, so wouldn't they want to be paid

more after 10

years's

the only songwriter in this rate proceeding, I do Object to being price-fixed decade
after decade with no increase as inflation4~ goes up no matter what, and with no rate increase,
ever.

I respectfully ask Your Honors to put yourselves in our songwriting shoes for a while.

While I understand that the record label side of Sony would like to keep the 385.3 rate

right where it is, it might be overlooked that the Sony Publishing side would share in the

increased inflation adjusted rate paidfor by customers, and so would Sony songwriters.
With the subsequent rise of "windowing" new albtun releases to increase sales, in

addition to basic inflation adjustments, should be enough reasons to litigate this mechanical rate
properly. (See Adele windowing phonorecords in GEO Exhibits 42 and 43)

XXIII. BKNCHMARKS
With the closing of Ghosttunes, GEO's hope of another benchmark that matches his rates

and terms has faded. One of the reasons Ghosttunes failed is that there was not a level playing

field in the marketplace since all of Ghosttune's other competitors could use the statutory rate
and compulsory license at $ .00 per song. So, it's the old "get the milk for Bee" scenario for
licensees and users.

In other words, if all other streamers and "internet radio" broadcasters,

interactive, noninteractive, etc. were forced to adapt to a lawful copyright model like GEO's
49

based on the CPI or Consumer Price Index which measures average yearly inflation.
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rates and terms and Ghosttunes, where you had to buy the song or album before you streamed or

listened offline, like all normal products, then they would have probably done much better. Of
course, a deal with the world's largest retailer, Amazon, is too good of a deal to pass up.
GEO would like to enter his standard direct deal with Apple i Tunes as a benchmark and

standard deal for Google Play for download only, to show the value of a song as a benchmark
whether it be for streaming, broadcast, performance or download.
GEO has had a deal with Apple iTunes for over 5 years now for download sale and since

streaming has substituted for sales over the past 15 years, the market has changed. Streaming

royalty rates were set by the federal government at $ .00 per stream, so the performance and sale

must be merged to include the customer in that equation and the copyright creators, who've had
sales completely eliminated by billions of performances, that is the essence of GEO's rate

proposals. Apple and NIVPA/NSAI have separately proposed simplifying $ 385, and does GEO.
In theory and hopefully one day in practice, iTunes combines with Apple Music
streaming, which is GEO's rates and terms with the exception of one term, the customer has to

buy the song or album first before they stream unlimitedly, like Ghosttunes, but on a level field.

While Ghosttunes is GEO's rates and terms, all the Services could still offer permanent
downloads with a BUY button, via their own cloud lockers and device hard drives. (Pandora too)

A copyright is a copyright, performed or sold or reproduced. The copyright used to come
first, now it's so segmented in separate rate hearings and terms, it's last.
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As quoted in last year's Copyright and the Music Marketplace study conducted by The
Copyright Office, released in February 2015. "There is no volicv iustiflcation for a standard that

reauires music creators to subsidize those who seek to vrofitfrom their works. "~s
This statement Rom The Copyright Office completely and clearly summarizes GEO's

case in these CRB rate hearings.
The copyright interests and needs of millions of American recording artists, independent
labels, songwriters, music publishers or performers come first, before the wants and demands of

a handful of licensees, or start-ups who seek to profit from other people's creations and private
property by taking advantage of the new music copyright "law" designed for new start-up
licensees, not new start-up music creators.
GEO also strongly argues there is no lawful or moralj ustlfication for music creators to

subsidize those who seek to profit f'rom our work, including SiriusXM or any streamer or

broadcaster, non-interactive or on-demand.

Back in 1971, when the RIAA was apparently way cooler than it is now, RIAA president
Stanley Gortikov was called to testify in front of the House Judiciary Committee. His great quote

was, "the pirates skims the cream of what artists and record companies offer except for one

particular ingredient, which he avoids like the plague...our risks."
This is the exact predicament all independent and individual singers, songwriters,
publishers, and all copyright creators are in with streaming, internet radio, webcasting, and

video, etc. because the compulsory license and statutory rate are the devices that allows the
skimming of our profl,ts.

5s httn://convrighhgov/docs/musiclicensinmtudv/convriaht-and-the-music-marketnlace.pdf Copyright and the
Music Marketplace" Executive Summary, Page 3, Pebruary 2015
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Register of Copyrights Maria Pallante also notes that music creators are forced to do
business in "legal quicksand" and she is exactlv right. This rate process is more legal quicksand.

Another classic statement that also summarizes GEO's case is:

would be given Np. Whether it pays or not, the purpose

"If music did not pay, it

of employing it is nrofit and that is

enough," wrote Supreme Court Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes in the famous decision Herbert v.
Shanley Co. 242 U.S. 591 (1917).5i
GEO would also like to stress the point that Justice Holmes, like Register Pallante,

specifically used the word "nrofit", not income, payment or make money, etc.

Justice Holmes also rightly points out that "if music did not pay, it would be given up".

Not only is his legal opinion sound advice and a matter of fact here in 2016, it is also a Supreme
Court precedent, which I hone carries weight in this nroceedint&..
30 DAY LIMITED DOWNLOAD WITH NO PAY LOOPHOLE IN 37 CFR
385 MUST BE CLOSED SINCE IT IS THK COPYRIGHT OFFICE THAT
IS DIRECTLY CAUSING "CA1%VIBALIZATION" OF BOTH $ 114 AND
$ 115 PHONOGRAPHIC SALES AND THIS LOOPHOLE MUST BE
ELIMINATED IMMEDIATELY. sz
37 CFR 385.11 de6nes limited download as:
Limited download means a digital transmission of a sound recording of a musical work to an end user,
other than a stream, that results in a specifically identifiable reproduction of that sound recording that is only
accessible for listening for—
(I) An amount of time not to exceed I month &om the time of the transmission (unless the service
provider, in lieu of retransmitting the same sound recording as another limited download, separately and upon
specific request of the end user made through a live network connection, reauthorizes use for another time
period not to exceed I month), or in the case of a subscription transmission, a period of time following the end
of the applicable subscription no longer than a subscrintion renewal neriod or 3 months„whichever is shorter; or
(2) A specified number of times not to exceed 12 (unless the service provider, in lieu of retransmitting the
same sound recording as another limited download, separately and upon specific request of the end user made
through a live network connection, reauthorizes use of another series of 12 or fewer plays), or in the case of a
subscription transmission, 12 times after the end of the applicable subscription.
(3) A limited download is a general digital phonorecord delivery under 17 U.S.C. 115(c)(3)(C) and (D).

5'ttos://archive.om/details/istor-785936 Herbert v. Shanley Co. 242 U.S. 591 (1917)
Title 37, Chapter III, Subchapter E, Part 385.1 through .26 htto.//www.ec&.uov/cm-bin/text-idx?
SID~e7db52b15cl c7b890959fbe35f4a9f4Bbnc~e8'cnode~t37.1.3858hmn=div58sp37.1.385.b

52
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We see here the former CRB included this limited download as a 'private settlement':
In October of 2008, U.S. Copyright Royalty Judges, "In the Matter of Mechanical and
Digital Phonorecord Delivery Rate Determination Proceeding," set the physical and
download statutory license rate to be paid to songwriters and music publishers for the period 2008-2012
at the larger of 9.1 cents or 1.75 cents per minute of playing time with
the ringtone rate at 24 cents. In addition, a late payment fee of 1.5% per month was put into effect. Both
the ringtone rate as well as the late payment fee were appealed with a
June, 2010 decision by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit affhTning both.
The Rovaltv Judge nroceedinu decision was interesting as it incoroorated a nrivate settlement between
the narties reaardinn the rates for limited downloads and interactive
streaming (on demand streams). This settlement took into account a service's revenue,
applicable service type minimums, PRO royalties (ASCAP, BMI, and SESAC) and a per subscriber fee to
arrive at a uer work rovaltv allocation.

SERVICES SUBSTITUTING FOR "COPYRIGHT OWNER'S OTHER
STREAMS OF REVENUE"
In Webcaster III's FINAL DETERMNATION OF RATES AND TERM&4 in DocketNo.
2005-1 CRB DTRA, 72 FR 24084 (May 1, 2007)("Webcaster II") describes the following for

"services substitutine for "copvrieht owner's the streams of revenue."

"a lengthy review of the history of the sound recording compulsory license" and this
history is summarized by the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit

in Intercollegiate Broadcast System, Inc. v. Copyright Royalty Board, 574 F.3d 748, 753-54
(D.C. Cir. 2009) — GEO focuses on section Id. [17 U.S.C.

g

114(f)(2)(B)(i) which states

"Speci/cally, they must consider whether "the service mav substitute for or mav promote the

sales ofphonorecords" or otherwise affect the "copyri ght owner's other streams of revenue."

DOJ Consent Decree Review 2014. Attorney Todd Brabec. htto://www.iustice.gov/sites/default/files/atr/legacv/
2014/08/13/307590.Bdf

httn.//www inc env/crb/nrnceedines/2009-1/docs/anal-determination-rates-terms ndf excerpt Pages 1-3 Copyright
Office. From Intercollegiate Broadcast System, Inc. v. Copyright Royalty Board, 574 F.3d 748,

54

753-54 (D.C. Cir. 2009)
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B. STATUTORY BACKGROUND
A lengthy review of the history of the sound recordings compulsory license is contained in the Final
Determination for Rates and Terms in Docket No. 2005-1 CRB

This history was summarized by the United States Comt of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit in
Intercollegiate Broadcast System, Inc. v. Copyright Royalty Board, 574 F.3d 748, 753-54 (D.C. Cir. 2009), as
follows:
[Since the nineteenth century, the Copyright Act protected the performance right of "musical works" (the notes
and lyrics of a song), but not the "sound recording." %'riters were protected but not performers.]

In 1995, Congress passed the Digital Performance Right in Sound Recordings Act. Pub. L. No. 104-39,
granting the owners of sound-recordings an exclusive right in performance "by means of a digital transmission."
17 U.S.C. $ 106(6); see Beethoven.corn LLC v. Librarian of Cong., 394 F.3d 939, 942 (D.C. Cif. 2005). The
Digital Millennium Copyright Act of 1998, Pub. L.-No. 105-304, "created a statutory license in performances
by webcast," to serve Internet broadcasters and to provide a means of paying copyright owners. Beethoven.corn,
394 F.3d at 942; see 17 U.S.C. g 114(d)(2}, (f)(2}: To govern the broadcast of sound recordings, Congress also
created a licensing scheme for so-called "ephemeral" recordings "the temporary copies necessary to facilitate
the transmission of sound recordings during, internet broadcasting." Beethoven.corn, 394 F.3d at 942-43; see 17
U.S.C. $ 112(e)(4).
Congress has delegated authority to set rates for these rights and licenses under several statutory schemes. The
most recent, passed in.2005 [sic], directed. the Librarian of Congress to appoint three Copyright Royalty Judges
who serve staggered, six-year terms. See 17 U.S.C $ 801, et seq. These Judges conduct complex, adversarial
proceedings, described in 17 U.S.C. $ 803 and 37 C.F.R. $ 351, et seq., and ultimately set "reasonable rates and
terms" for royalty payments from digital performances. 17 U.S.C.
$ 114(f).... Rates should "most clearly represent the rates and terms that would have been negotiated in the
marketplace between a willing buyer and a willing seller." Id. [17 U.S.c. $ 114(f)(2)(B)] "In determining such
rates and terms," the Judges must "base [their] decision on economic, competitive and programming
information presented by the parties." Id. SpecificaHy, they must consider whether "the service may
substitute for or may promote the sales af of phonorecords" or otherwise affect the "copyright owner's
other streams of revenue." Id. $ 114{f}(2)(B)(i}. The Judges must also consider "the relative roles of the
copyright owner and the transmitting entity" with respect to "relative creative contribution, technological
contribution, capital investment, cost, and risk." Id. g 114 (f){2)(B)(ii). Finally; "[i]n establishing such rates and
terms," the Judges'"may consider the rates and terms for comparable types of digital audio transmission services
and comparable circumstances under voluntary license agreements described in'ubparagraph (A)." Id. $ 114(f)

(2){B)

Intercollegiate Broadcast System, Inc. v. Copyright Royalty Board, 574 F.3d 748, 753-54 (D.C. Cir. 2009).

Digital download sales and CD sales have been "cannibalized" by streaming services and
it is something that is obvious and common sense, but streamers have falsely claimed that
streaming doesn't cannibalize s sales and the evidence shows this is not true at all." '"
55

http: //www.techspot.corn/news/53300-streaming-music-is-slowly-cannibalizing-digital-download-sales.html July

s6

http: //www.cnbc.corn/id/101640730 1s Spotify cannibalizing the music industry? Arjun Kharpal, May 29, 2014
CNBC

57

http: //www.billboard.corn/articles/business/6236365/album-sales-hit-a-new-low-2014 Billboard, Album Sales Hit

ANew Low
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XXV. FACTUAL EVIDENCE

The following contains two primary sections of recent factual evidence. 1.) Actual per-

performance royalties for individual copyright creators and 2.) recent overall industry data and
historical trends. 3.) A third section containing recent public quotes by well-lmown American
$ 114

sound recording copyright creators.

While GEO's factual evidence below is based on

streaming rates for both $ 114 and $ 115 music copyrights, they are included to show how meager

royalties are for ALL American Music Copyright Creators in the rest of the industry, compared to
SDARS performances„ in the current music "marketplace" in 2016.

PKR-PERFORMANCE FACTUAL KVIDKWCK
Singer/Songwriters $ 114 and $ 115 royalty rate checks (NOTE: Tim, I need more $ 114 data)
1.

- David Lowery - May 9„2016 - "Just Received My $ 5.05 Mechanical Royalty Check
From HFA..." - Digital Music News by Paul Resnikoff »

2.

- David Lowery - June 24, 2013 - "My Song Got Played On Pandora 1 Million Times
and All I Got Was $ 16.89, Less Than What I Make From a Single T-Shirt Sale!" - Digital
Music News by Paul Resnikoff - "As a songwriter, Pandora paid me $ 16.89* for 1,159,000

$ 115

$ 115

plays of "Low" last quarter. Less than I make &om a single T-shirt sale." ~
3.

- David Lowery - June 25, 2013 - (rebuttal editorial) by Michael Degusta showing $ 114
streaming royalties for sound recording copyrights - "Pandora Paid Over $ 1,300 for 1 Million
$ 114

Plays, Not $ 16.89" "Step 3. Pandora also pays a separate royalty for the performance itself,
distinct from the songwriting. In 2012, that royalty was $ 0.0011 per streamed song. For
1,159,000 plays, that works out to a total performance royalty of $ 1,274.90."
—

4. $ 114 k, $ 115 - Spotify Artist Payouts - December 7, 2015 - "Spotify's Year in Music shows

just how little we pay artists for their music: It's probably less than you think" by Lizzie
58h://www.di italmusicnews.com/2016/05/09/'ust-received-m -5-05-mechanical-ro al -check-from-hfa-durinspots-battle/ - May 9, 2016 - "Just Received My $ 5.05 Mechanical Royalty Check From HFA..." - Digital Music
News by Paul Resnikoff

htt s://thetrichordist.com/2013/06/24/m -son - ot- la ed-on- andora-1-million-times-and-all-i- ot-was-16-89less-than-what-i-make-f'rom-a-sin le-t-shirt-sale/

@h://theunderstatement.com/ ost/53867665082/ andora- a s-far-more-than-16-dollars
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Plaugic - "Still, Spotify admits the average "per slream" payout to rights holders lands
somewhere between $ 0.006 and $ 0.0084
5. $ 115 - Pharrell - December 23, 2014 "Pharrell Made Only $2,700 In Songwriter Royalties
From 43 Million Plays Of 'Happy'n Pandora" by Maya Kosofr - Business Insider"Despite Pharrell's ubiquity, "Happy" made $2,700 in publisher and songwriter royalties
f'rom 43 million Pandora streams in the first quarter of 2014, according to an email from

music publisher Sony/ATV CEO Marty Bandier obtained by Digital Music News. In the
letter, Bandier said a million streams of a song on Pandora yields roughly just $ 60 in
royalties. "This is a totally unacceptable situation and one that cannot be allowed to
continue," Bandier wrote."
6. $ 115 - Kevin Kadish - September 24, 2015 - All About That Bass - "All About That Bass
writer says he got $ 5,679 &om 178m streams" by Amelle Butterfly - BBC - "For a song like
All About That Bass, that I wrote, which had 178 million streams. I mean $5,679? That's my
share," he is quoted as saying in a report &om The Tennessean." ~ "But you'e making
$ 5,600. How do you feed your family?"
7. $ 115 - Aloe Blacc - November 5, 2014 Wired "Aloe Blacc: Streaming Services Need to Pay
—

Songwriters Fairly" by Aloe Blacc - "Consider the fact that it takes roughly one million spins
on Pandora for a songwriter to earn just $90. Avicii's release "Wake Me Upl" that I co-wrote
and sing, for example, was the most streamed song in Spotify history and the 13th most
played song on Pandora since its release in 2013, with more than 168 million streams in the
US. And yet, that yielded only $ 12,359 in Pandora domestic royalties— which were then
split among three songwriters and our publishers. In return for co-writing a major hit song,
earned less than $ 4,000 domestically Rom the largest digital music service. If that'
what's now considered a streaming "success story," is it any wonder that so many
songwriters are now struggling to make ends meet?"~

I'e

8. $ 114 & $ 115 - Anonymous Band - April 14, 2016 - "My Band Got 1.4 Million Streams.

Here's What We Got Paid..." by Paul Resnikoff - Digital Music News - "Just this morning,

6'ttp://www.theverge.corn/2015/12/7/9861372/spotify-year-in-review-artist-payment-royalties
62

htto://www.sootifvartists.corn/snotifv-exolained/

6s http: //www.businessinsider.corn/pharrell-made-only-2700-in-songwriter-royalties-&om-43-million-plays-ofhappy-on-pandora-2014-12

~ http://www.bbc.co.uk/newsbeat/article/34344619/all-about-that-bass-writer-says-hoot-5679-from-178m-streams
s5

btto.//www.tennessean corn/storv/monev/industries/music/2015/09/22/all-bass-writer-decries-streamina-revenue/
72570464/

http://www.digitalmusicnews.corn/2015/09/24/my-song-was-played-178-million-times-on-spotify-i-waspaid-5679/
67

htto://www wired.corn/2014/11/aloe-blacc-nav-sonmvriters
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March 25, 2015 - "The recorded music market in the US, 2000-2014". Source: RIAA YearEnd Industry Shipment and Revenue Statistics (2000-2014) Music Business Research"Whereas CD album sales accounted for US$ 13.36bn in 2000, they eroded to US$ 1.85bn
fourteen years later — a drop of 86.0 percent."

4.

—

5.

April 10, 2015 - GIF file - GEO2754 Entered into Evidence in Web IV - "41 Years of Music
Industry Change, In 41 Seconds..." by Paul Resnikoff

6.

The
January 28, 2015 - "Nashville's musical middle class collapses" by Nate Rau
Tennessean - "Since 2000, the number of full-time songwriters in Nashville has fallen by 80
percent, according to the Nashville Songwriters Association International. Album sales
plummeted below 4 million in weekly sales in August, which marked a new low point since
the industry began tracking data in 1991. Streaming services are increasing in popularity but
have been unable to end the spiral. The result has been the collapse of Nashville's musical
middle class — blue-collar songwriters, studio musicians, producers and bands who eke out
a living with the same lunch-pail approach that a construction professional brings to a work
site. In fawning national publications, Nashville has emerged as a glamorous place populated
with music celebrities. But in actuality, making a living at music is a rather gritty chore." 74

7.

May 6, 2016 - "YouTube says its primetime audience is bigger than the top 10 TV shows
combined" by Ben Popper - The Verge - "This time YouTube CEO Susan Wojcicki cut to the
chase. "Today, I'm happy to announce that on mobile alone YouTube now reaches more 18—
49-year-olds than any network — broadcast or cable. In fact, we reach more 18—49-year-olds
during primetime than the top 10 TV shows combined," she said, citing data &om a Nielsen
study of US viewers commissioned by Google. "At a time when TV networks are losing
audiences, YouTube is growing in every region and across every screen." 5

8.

April 28, 2016 - "YouTube Just Made A Very Silicon Valley Argument To The Music
Business" by Max Willens - International Business Times - "YouTube offers promotion,"
Muller writes. "Promotion that pays." "That argument — that YouTube is offering a platform
for exposure that can be monetized in other ways — is one that Silicon Valley companies
have been making for years."

—

e-

72

htt://www.di italmusicnews.com/2015/04/10/41- ears-music-indust -chan e-41-seconds/

"h
1

n 212

tenne ean.c m t
24

ente

nmen music 2015

1

4/na h ille-musical-middl -cia -c lla e -new-

http: //www.theverge.corn/2016/5/6/11608036/youtube-bigger-than-tv-brandcast-sia
76

http: //www.ibtimes.corn/youtube-just-made-very-silicon-valley-argument-music-business-2361374
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9.

May 6, 2016 "An Alternate History for Music, YouTube, k, Everything Else" by David
Newhoff - The Illusion of More - "There may be no going back, of course; but in the larger
dialogue about issues like YouTube's extraordinary leverage with creative artists and the
extent to which the DMCA provides cover for the predatory, winner-take-all nature of these
platforms, I think it's important to remember that the way things are is not necessarily the
way they had to be—or have to remain. This is, in fact, one of the underlying themes running
read by Jaron Lanier, formerly one of the leading architects of
through every criticism
these systems, but who now consistently argues that the web we have is engineered
backwards—so that humans serve the computers rather the the other way around. And rather
than think of the the design of Web 2.0 as having been inevitable—as technologically
deterministic—that it in fact functions exactly as humans coded it to function. As such, it is
not entirely impossible or unreasonable to imagine how it might be better."
—

I'e

$ 114

COPYRIGHT CREATORS PUBLIC QUOTES AS EXPERT WITNESS
TESTIMONY EVIDENCE

Debbie Harry/Blondie April 26, 2016 - Editorial by Debbie Harry: 'Music matters. YouTube
should pay musicians fairly' The Guardian
1.

—

2. A recent excerpt in Billboard magazine and public quote from legendary manager Irving
Azoff:

"This February, a few days after criticizing YouTube in a New York Times interview, supermanager Irving Azoff went after Google's video-streaming service again when he accepted
The Recording Academy President's Merit Award at Clive Davis're-Grammy Awards gala.
"The industry can't be pacified by hp service about efforts to create paid subscription
services," Azoff said in an atypically serious speech. It's hard to negotiate fairly with services
like YouTube, Azoff implied, because the "safe harbor" provision of the Digital Millennium
Copyright Act (DMCA) allows them to stream any content that users upload until a copyright
owner requests it to be taken down. That means YouTube can use music to attract an
audience without licensing it — which lets it acquire rights to music for less than it otherwise
would."
"It's a system that is rigged against the artists," Azoff tells Billboard. "In my years as a
manager I haven't seen such a serious threat to artists. "

" h://illusionofmore.com/alternate-histo

-music- outube-eve

-else/

http: //www.theguardian.corn/music/musicblog/2016/apr/26/debbie-harry-youtube-royalties

"'It's a System That Is Rigged Against the Artists': The War Against YouTube" by Robert Levine, May 6, 2016
h '//wwwbillb ard cpm/articles/business/7356794/ outube-criticism-labels-artists-mana ers- a outs?
utm source=SailthruEcutm medium=email&utm cam ai

=Di ta1%20U date%utm term=biz di ital
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3. Here is Don Henley of the Eagles. Irving Azoff is their longtime manager. While not legal, the
Don Henley quotes are as good as it gets for perspective.

Henley: "It is. And it's just not right. And we are — the internet is slowly but surely killing
the idea of copyright. There was a law, bless his heart President Clinton signed it into law, it'
called the 1994 Millennium Copyright Act, and it has a loophole in it called the Safe Harbor
clause, that is abused daily. And that law, the Millennium Copyright Act needs to be done
away with, or re-written, because it's allowing theft in the billions. Again, we don't get much
response from government, because the big boys are there, with their lobbyists."

"But songwriting is a difficult task, it is not easy to write a song. And you spend a lot of time
and money recording a song properly, and performing it, and people need to have a little
more respect for the job."
Here is the longerexcerptonwww.di italmusicnews.com from the Charlie Rose interview

'Charlie

Rose: Most great artists, have at least told me, I'd say a majority have come to this
table, many many great artists... they say it's hard work.

Don Henley: Someone once said that writing is 10% inspiration and 90% perspiration, and I
think it's true. To finish a great work, you might get a great epiphany or a great idea that
comes to you in the middle of the night, and you start writing and you'e only got this much
[showing two fingers].

And after that, you sit down and you sweat it out. And it is hard work.

That's why I get so exercised about people stealing songs, because they have no idea what
goes into those songs and the work that goes into them. And that it's a real job, it's not a
hobby, it's a calling, and a lot of peo—
Rose:

— a calling—

Henley: — a calling. And there are a lot of people that don't get to tour, the people in
Nashville and Los Angeles who are just songwriters for a living, they don't get to tour. So
they make their money solely Rom that song. And now of course we have the interactive
crowd, who think they can go in and take a song and change it up, it's like going into a
museum and painting a musta—

h://www.di italmusicnews.com/2015/09/30/don-henle -the-internet-is-slowl -but-surel -killin -the-idea-of~ri ht/ "Don Henley: 'The Internet Is Slowly but Surely Killing the Idea of Copyright" September 30, 2015 by
Paul Resnikoff

~co

h

s://charlierose.com/videos/25333 Charlie Rose Interview with Don Henley, September 22, 2015
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Rose: These are like DJs? Or—
Henley: DJs, and the people who sample, and, mostly younger people who think they can
take someone's finished work, and actually tamper with it. And they don't understand
copyright laws. It's like walking into a museum and painting a mustache on somebody'

painting—
Rose: — that's blasphemous to you.

100% DATAAND 100% TRANSPARENCY
100% Data Transparency on a per-song royalty basis.

I cannot stress enough how

important data transparency is — 100% Transparency. Creators not having access to their own

computer spins is no longer an excuse on any platform. You can't calculate royalties without it.

The main idea is that "computers ruined the music royalty business and computers can fix
the music royalty business". That means 100% Data Collection and Transparency, even in real-

time, with direct deposits to all copyright owners in a bundled split into the various bank
accounts on a daily basis if need be. There is no excuse anymore.

As of September 12, 2014, BMls2 has announced that it "will no longer be printing and
sending detailed royalty statements through the mail". BMI has gone completely paperless which
is great and the only logical next step. Direct deposit will now be the primary mode of payment.

The other Services have to be 100% accountable like Apple has been to GEO on iTunes.
Google, Pandora, Spotify, Amazon and other startups must be 100% Transparent with

their streaming data so copyright owners can have an honest accounting of all performances and
therefore royalties — especially with the privilege of using unlimited compulsory music
copyrights at extremely below-market nano-royalty rates of literally $ .00 cents per-performance.

htto://www.bmi.corn/paperless http: //www.bmi.corn/benefits/entrv/direct denosit of rovalties
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LINKS TO PREVIOUS TESTIMONY FOR THK RECORD EVIDENCE
Additional links to Old Testimony GEO would like to submit for the record in addition to
his submitted Previous Designated Testimony. Some have been submitted in GEO's WDS.

Copyright Study
htt://co

ri ht-and-the-music-marke lace. df

ri ht. ov/ olic /musiclicensin stud /co

CRB $ 114 SDARS Pre-Kxisting Satellite
h

s:/ www.loc. ov crb/ roceedin /16-crb-0001/

htt s://www.loc. ov/crb/ roceedin s/16-crb-00

1

eor e- ohnson- t

.

df

DOJ Consent Decree
htt:/www.'ustice. ov sites/default/files/atr/le ac /2014/0 /24/307869, df
htt s:/www.'ustice. ov sites/default/files/atr/le ac /2014/09/24/3078 9. df

htt://www.tennessean.com/sto /mone /industries/music/2014/06 03/asca -bmi- ustice-review-consent-de reehtt://www.tennessean.com/sto /mone /industries/music/2014/06/04/music- ubli hers-ho eful-ro al -chan eswavaW 8118 11

h://thehill.com lo s/c n e s-bio / udicial/203973-music-indus -stifled-b

- ld-law

CRB Web XV
c.

tt:
h:/

.l c.

w.loc.

v/cr

r ceedin s/14-CR -0001/GE

b

eb-iv

Music

e -iv-d terminati n-fmal.

ou

PT

df

v/crb/rate/14-CRB-0001-WR/statements/Geo Music Grou

.

df

Novel Question of Law
htt://co
htt //co

ri ht. ov/rulemakin web-iv/
i

ht. ov/rulemakin web-iv/initial-briefs/

10-8-15'20Geor e 020Johnson's%20Initia1%20Brief'/020to%20Nove1%20Materia1%20 uestion%20'/020Law%
2~0Final. df

htt://co

ri ht. ov/rulemakin /web-iv/

//co ri ht. ov/rulemakin /web-iv/su lemental-briefs/
10-26-15%20Geor e%20Johnson%20Su lementa1%20Brief. df

h
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Consent Decrees, Publishing and DOJ
htt://www.tennessean.com/sto /mone /industries/music/2014/06/03/asca -bmi- ustice-review-consent-de eeco ri ht/9942277/
htt://www.tennessean.com/sto /mone /industries/music/2014/06/04/music- ublishers-ho eful-ro al -chan esw~a/9981131/

Copyright Roundtables
htt://www.co ri ht. ov/docs/musiclicensin stud /comments/Docket2014 3/
htt://www.co ri ht. ov/docs/musiclicensin stud /comments/Docket2014 3/extension comments/
Geo Music Grou Geor e Johnson Music Publishin . df

htt://co ri ht. ov/docs/musiclicensin stud /comments/Docket2014 3/
Geo Music Grou

and Geor e Johnson Music Publishin MLS 2014. df

Nashville
htt://co ri ht. ov/ olic /musiclicensin stud /transcri ts/mls-nashville-transcri t06042014. df
htt://thehill.com/bio s/con ress-bio

udicial/203973-music-indus

-stifled-b -old-law

RIAA document but quoted in it
htt://www.co ri ht. ov/ olic /musiclicensin stud /comments/Docket2014 3/extension comments/
Recordin Indus
Association America Inc RIAA. df

h://www.tennessean.com/sto /mone /industries/music/2015/12/07/nashville-underdo -takes-ro al -fi htwashin on/31498087/
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Excerpt f'rom Creatocracy: How the Constitution Invented Hollywood

~

"But that's indeed what the author of Prozac Nation has done with Creatocracy: How the
Constitution Invented Hollywood... Wurtzel provides an interesting and provocative defense of
authors'xclusive rights and commercial culture.
"The defining characteristic of America is our fanaticism: We dream big, we think large, we
create grandeur. We invented Hollywood, rock 'n'oll, blue jeans, the Gold Rush, cable TV
with thousands of channels, a military that is larger than those of the next ten combined, the
shopping mall, and a store that sells nothing but socks."

Against this backdrop, Wurtzel takes us to the beginning of the American republic to look at the
development of copyright. And her thesis is this: the Founders chose to encourage art, science,
and knowledge through the marketplace—rather than government subsidy or patronage—and
this choice has proven successful, creating a vibrant commercial culture.
"In establishing at the outset that all creative people would be at the mercy of the
marketplace, the Framers invented a uniquely American form of creativity, which is
commercial, widely appealing, and inevitably the stuff of empires. The Constitution is the
force behind Hollywood and Silicon Valley, behind rock stars and rocket scientists, behind
everything we love and everything we love to hate."
Wurtzel traces the path by which the Constitution established Congress's authority to promote art
and science through copyright. I was initially skeptical when I saw she would be taking us
through history—much intellectual property (IP) scholarship has trouble with history. But
Wurtzel's recount of the history is adept. At the same time, she shows a canny ability of
anticipating and responding to common criticisms of IP in academia. For example, she devotes
one chapter to the IP views of Thomas Jefferson, who is often put forward as an arbiter of IP
minimalism. But as Wurtzel notes, Jefferson's views were far more nuanced than such
proponents allow, and regardless, he had little to do with the shaping of the federal IP power.

When not recounting us with history, Wurtzel celebrates talent and pop culture, describing the
mass market of culture enabled by copyright as producing "the most commercially inventive and
artistic country ever." Peppered throughout are observations about the nature of the creative
process, no doubt drawn from Wurtzel's own experience.

It has always been difficult to be a successful creative person, because talent is rare, but the
rewards were good. They had to be. Consider how boring most people are. Consider how often
you sit and talk to someone and wish you could leave because he is not interesting at all. Then
think about a book you can't put down and hope will never end: The author is not even in the
room and is only holding your attention with words on a page, but he has you trapped and you
don't want to ever escape. Most people, using everything they have in real life, cannot take hold
~~
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of you the way a talented writer can without even being there. Talent is the ability to mesmerize
people when you are nowhere near. Talent is the ability to make something that is more stunning
than human presence.
Wurtzel centers in on the market as an essential element in translating such talent into great
works. In chapter 13, she writes that "The greatest of the great American art forms have been
done in factory settings, with profit in mind.

"[S]ongs written by teams in rows of rooms in the Brill Building or in cubicles in the
Motown studios are as emotionally resonant and haunting as the dark part of the night when
the sky is big and there are no stars, no moon, and all is terrifying. Talented people do not
need atmosphere to work. They do not need inspiration. They just need time and payment.
They need to treat what they do like a job. They need to show up. Writing the Great
American Novel has more in common with coal mining than it does with keeping a journalit is hard labor, long and

intense.'"'XVII.
CONCLUSION
As a lifetime songwriter and an independent music publisher on Music Row for over 20

years, GEO respectfully requests that the Judges adopt GEO's reasonable rates for copyright

creators'nd their

business models, first and foremost, honoring their exclusive rights in the

compulsory license and statutory rate.

GEO also strenuously Objects to NSAI and NMPA's

Motion to Adopt Settlement at the $ .091 cents status-quo mechanical rate and respectfully

requests Your Honors DENY the Subpart A Settlement in full — on the behalf of all individual

f115 American music creators songwriters, music publishers and investors... and their families.
—

http: //www.copyhype.corn/2015/04/creato cracy-how-the-constitution-invented-hollywood/
Creatocracy: How the Constitution Invented Hollywood 10/17/16, 9:46 AM
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By:

/sl Geor~~Wohnson
George D. Johnson, Pro Se
an individual songwriter and publisher
d.b.a. George Johnson Music Publishing
23 Music Square East, Suite 204
Nashville, TN 37203

E-mail:eeoree(Reeorreiohnson.corn
Telephone:

(615) 242-9999

George D. Johnson (GEO), an individual
songwriter and music publisher d.b.a.
George Johnson Music Publishing (GJMP)
(formerly BMQ
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CERTIFICATION OF SERVICE
I, George D. Johnson, ("GEO") an individual songwriter, music publisher and music

copyright creator, hereby certifies that a copy of the foregoing GEORGE JOHNSON'S (GEO)
TESTIMONY FOR WRITTEN DIRECT STATEMENT has been served this 3rd day of
November, 2016 by electronic mail upon the following parties:

Dale M. Cendali
Claudia Ray
Johanna Schmitt
Mary Mazzello
KIRKLANDA, ELLIS LLP
601LexingtonAvenue
NewYork,NY10022
dale.cendali kirkland.com
claudia.ra kirkland.com
ohanna.schmitt kirkland.com
ma,mazzello kirkland.com

Donald Zakjrin
Frank P. Scibilia
Lisa M. Buckley
Benjamin Semel
PRYOR CASHMAN LLP
7 Times Square
New York, NY 10036-6569
BSemel PRYORCASHMAN.com
DZakarin PRYORCASHMAN.com
LBuckle PRYORCA SWAN.com
FScibilia PRYORCAS~N.com
Telephone:
(212) 42 l-4100
Facsimile:
(212) 326-0806

Counsel forApple Inc.

National Music Publishers Association
(ÃkXPA) and Nashville Songwriters
Association International (NSAJ)

Elizabeth Miles, Esq.
Apple, Inc.
1 I11fmlte Loop
MS 169-41SM
Cupertino, CA 95014
elizabeth. miles a le.com
(408)-996-1010
Telephone:
(408)-783-2798
Facsimile:

Michael S. Elkin
Thomas Patrick Lane
Daniel N. Guisbond
Stacey Foltz Stark
WINSTON 8~, STRAWN, LLP
200 Park Avenue
NewYork, NY10166

Apple, Inc.

isbond winston.com
sfstark winston.com
d

Counselfor Amazon Digital Services,

JJ C
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Kenneth L. Steinthal
Joseph R. Wetzel
Katherine E. Merk
KING & SPALDlNG LLP
101 Second Street, Suite 2300
San Francisco, CA 94105

Barton Herbison
Nashville Songwriters Association
International (NSAI)
1710 Roy cuff Place
Nashville, TN 37203
iters.com
bart nashvilleson
Telephone:
(615) 256-3352
Facsimile:
(615) 256-0034

(415) 318-1200
(415) 318-1300

Nashville Songwriters Association

Telephone:
Facsimile:

J. Blake Cunningham
KING & SPALDING LLP
401 CongressAvenue, Suite3200
Austin, TX 78701
bcunnrn haIll kslaw.com

David P. Mattexn
KING & SPALDING LLP
1700PennsylvaniaAvenue, Suite200
Washington,DC 20006

International (NSAI)

R. Bruce Rich, Todd Larson
Benjamin E. Marks, David R, Singh
Jennifer Ramos, Peter D. Isakoff
Hong-An Tran
WEIL, GOTSHPL & MANGES LLP
767 Fifth Avenue
New York„NY 10153

ddddd

dd

ben amin.marks weil.com
Counsel for Google, Inc.

David Israelite
Erich Carey
Danielle Aguirre
National Music Publishers Association
(NAPA)
975 F Street, N.W., Suite 375
Washington, DC 20004

" "'l"
Telephone:
Facsimile:

(202) 393-6671
(202) 393-6673

National Music Publishers Association

~d

'enni ferdramos weil.com

Telephone:
Facsimile:

(212) 310-8170
(212) 310-8007

Counsel for Pandora Media, Inc.

Gary R. Greenstein
WILSON SONSINI GOODRICH & ROSATI
1700 K St., NW, 5th Floor
Washington, DC 20006
Telephone:
Facsimile:

(202) 973-8849
(202) 973-8899

(NMPA).

Counselfor Pandora Media, Inc.
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A. John P. Mancini
XiyinTang
MAYER BROWN LLP
1221 Avenue ofAmericas
New York,NY 10020-1001

jmancini mayerbrown.corn

Annika Goldman
Spotify USA, Inc.
45 W. 18th St.: 7th Floor
New York, NY 10011
annika@spotifv.corn
Telephone:
(646) 820-7763

xtang@mayerbrown.corn

Richard M. Assmus
MAYER BROWN LLP
71 South Wacker Drive
Chicago,IL60606
rassmus@mayerbrown.corn
Counselfor Spotify USA, Inc.

Paul Fakler
Eric Roman
Xiyin Tang
Jennifer White
Aren't Fox LLP
1675 Broadway
New York, NY 10019
paul.fakler(Rarentfox.corn
eric.roman(@arentfox.corn
xivin.tang(Rarentfox.corn
jennifer.whitelkarentfox.corn
Telephone:
(212) 484-3900
Facsimile:
(212) 484-3990
Counselfor Spohfy USA, Inc.

Counselfor Spotify USA, Inc.
Spofify headquartered in Sweden and
Luxembourg

Steven R. Englund
Michael B. DeSanctis
Jenner R Block LLP
1099 New York Ave., N.W., 9th Floor
Washington, D.C. 20001
senulund(Rienner.corn
mdesanctis(@ienner.corn
Telephone:
(202) 639-6000
Sony Music Entertainment (SME)
Sony Corp headquartered in Tokyo, Japan

Brad E. Cohen
WARNER MUSIC GROUP
1633 Broadway
New York, NY 10019
brad. cohen(@wme.corn

Samer Music Group (O'MG)
8'amer Music Group is headquartered in
Moscow, Russia by Access Industries, Inc.
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/s/ George

ohnson
George D. Johnson, Pro Se
an individual songwriter and publisher
d.b.a. George Johnson Music Publishing
23 Music Square East, Suite 204
Nashville, TN 37203
.

E-mail:eeorae georeeiohnson.corn
Telephone:

(615) 242-9999

George D. Johnson (GEO), an individual
songwriter and music publisher d.b.a.
George Johnson Music PubkishinggGJMP)
(formerly BM)
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